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Nitze Out
As Appointee
For Pentagon
Paul H. Nitze will not be

nominated as assistant secre-
tary of defense for inter-
national security affairs. White
House counselor Bryce Har-
low said last night.

Harlow said the appoint-
ment "would be extremely
'controversial to people ex-
tremely important to the
President."
However, he said that

the appointment, recom-
mended by Secretary of De-
fense James R. Schlesinger
and opposed by Sen. Barry
Goldwater (R-Ariz.), was not
being held up because of the
controversy over impeach-

.' ment.
There are a number of Sen-

ate and ,House Members "who
are violently opposed" to the
nomination, Harlow said.
Schlesinger Was counting

heavily on Nitze an exper-
ienced specialist in defense.
and diplomatic affairs, to help
him run the security affairs of-
fice. That office is the Penta-
gon's mini-State Department.
and Nitze was widely viewed
within the Pentagon as being
one of a • few officials who
could help relieve some of the
burden on Schlesinger in
terms of defense-related for-
eign policy matters.
Though objected to by Gold-

water, it was widely held that
there were enough votes on
the Senate 'Armed Services
Committee for Nitze's confirm-
ation. Similarly, though Nitz
has worked primarily for De-
mocratic administrations, he
has served the Nixon, adminis-
tration for five years—without
congressional objection—as a
kisy member of the U.S. dele-
gation to the ,strategie arms
limitation talks with the Soviet
Union.

Washington Post
March 27, 1974
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Memoranduro for:

.1.2.11.bject:

Jantia.ry 3, 1966

Mr. bavid L. Solomon
Office of the Assistant to the Executive Agent
National Commturacations r.iysteni

White rite Wxig Group kl,n Communications
Satellite C;9:3...1..)evelced Count7.1.eo

Responding to our teleplIz...ne coj ,f December 30, / am

encloaing backound Jocuwic to the Marcs Task Force
1 Study now Lqlder way. You that_Ceneral-Iftrold W. Grant

and Mr. John broter are froth tie L'•epartrnent of 1.)efen&e.

Chairman Marks has ab*L-eti-..that all. inf.Irrblation concerning tt.t.z.,

be lirrlited in its clistributiot4. 'lite existence ..if.the Working Group is

considered White Hotize Li nature.

will be pleased to discuss the aubject 'with you depelA.ion
t upol,. your

needs.

• DECLASSIFIED

Auttiority -

By SO NARA, DatelAili°

C,
'

I/2'./

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director

Ends:
White House (Cater) Memorandum dated 

November 29, 1965.

White House (Marks) Minutes of 'First Me
eting of Working Group,

dated December 3, 1965, with Attachm
ent.

White House (O'Connell) Memorandum. 
dated recen-Lber 22, 1965

with attached Memorandum for Record 
without Appendices.

FWMorris:dc

TM
Morris RF

Morris it Comsat: Information
alttducational Study Group - Marks"



iesaiiut7 3, 1966

y*.d L., .5616ritivi.
.Agent

--*tc.)#s. Oyst

amain
WhiteIlxItt** Water) Solemerstedum dated ticre 29, 1965.
White Home 04arke) lvtioutei a First Wet:big ol WoAdes fiveep

dated Deo r3, VMS, with MacInautut.
White Roue*, O'Comell) Memorandum dated December raf, 10*

With attached Mituseraadiroa for Record withesit Append4„
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Material possibly in other files as this does

not appear to be very complete.

Antitrust
Copyright legislation ?
Cable
License renewal?
7 7 7 2 7
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON

February 21, 1974

TO: Tom

FROM: Chuck
/ /

SUBJECT: Paul H. Nitze

Reference your query. Paul Nitze's present job in the
Pentagon is Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for
SALT. Nitze is presently in Geneva attending the SALT
Talks.

SENSITIVE

Nitze is under serious consideration for ASD Inter-
national Security Affairs. He is the recommendation
of the Secretary of Defense and his name is presently
under the clearance process. (Regarding this you can
talk to Jerry Jones or Dan Todd). Nitze will be at the
SALT Talks for at least three weeks. During this time
opposition, if any, from the Hill will probably surface.

In addition to 10 years at State, Nitze has the following
experience in the Pentagon:

ASD International Security Affairs under Kennedy
Secretary of the Navy under Johnson
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense under

Johnson

I will be getting his biosketch which will provide more
specific information. Nitze is 67 years old.



February 1, 1974

C"
Mr. Thomas Reed
Director
Telecommunications and Command
and Control Systems

The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Tom:

In your search for some top deputies, the name of John (Jack)
Torbet came to mind as a candidate you certainly ought to
talk to.

Jack is presently taecutive Director of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, reporting directly to Dean Burch, and is
generally responsible for management of the agency including
coordinating all staff activities. he is an ex-colonel in the
Air Force, well-rounded, personable, and very hardworking.
Jack knows most of the members of the Armed Services Committee,
and I believe he enjoys a pretty good relationship with them.

Jack is a Republican, was asked to join Dean Burch in January
1971; since Lurch is now about ready to leave, he too feels
he'd like to do something different. I have not talked with
him recently, but I believe he would be interested in going
back to Defense.

Sincerely,

/s/ Tom

Clay T. Whitehead

cc:
DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Eger

Jeger/Whitehead:rah
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 30, 1974

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM

TO: Tom

INFO: John
Bryan
Will
Charlie

FROM: Chu

SUBJECT: Defense Directive for the Director, Telecommunications
and Command and Control Systems (DTCCS)

I have been able to secure an informal copy of Defense's new directive on
telecommunications. To provide quick reference to modifications, com-
pared with the old ASD(T) directive, I have lined in yellow the significant
changes.

It is evident that this is a much stronger directive. The responsibility for
management of telecommunications and command control systems (includ-
ing WWMCCS) and its applications of ADP technology rests clearly in the
hands of the new Director. Under the old directive the ASD(T) acted as
"coordinator in the area of telecommunications, including telecommunica-
tions for command and control." The new Director now has management
responsibility for both. Operational direction remains with the JCS, the
Services and Defense agencies. The scope of the Director's new responsi-
bilities are described in much more detail than in the old directive.

Among other notable changes:

1. In addition to reviewing requirements validated by the Military
Departments (Milpeps) and the JCS, it now reviews those of the JCS
Chairman (for WWMCCS and NMCS).

2. The Director is assigned membership in the U.S. Communications
Security Board (USCSB).



-2-

3. As before, the Director is a member of the Defense System
Acquisition Review Council; in addition, he now co-chairs the Council when
telecommunications and/or command and control systems programs are
being reviewed.

4. OTP is referred to regarding the NCS and lead agencies, page 3

(B-2). There was no mention of OTP in the old directive.

I was able to get this advance copy of the directive on the assumption that

it would not be reproduced and with the promise that this copy would be
destroyed when official copies are available (within the next several weeks).

At ch.



January 17, 1974
NUMBER 5135.1

ASD(C)

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Director, Telecommunications and Command
and Control Systems

Refs.: (a) DoD Directive 5135.1, "Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Telecommunications)," January 11,
1972 (hereby cancelled)

(b) DoD Directive 5100.30, "World-Wide Military
Command and Control System (WWMCCS),"
December 2, 1971

(c) DoD Directive 5105.19, "Defense Communica-
tions Agency (DCA)," September 18, 1967

(d) DoD Directive 5100.41, "Arrangements for
Discharge of Executive Agent Responsibilities
for the National Communications System
(NCS)," January 19, 1972

I. GENERAL 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of
Defense under the provisions of Title 10, United States
Code, the position of Director, Telecommunications and
Command and Control Systems, is hereby established
with responsibilities, functions and authorities as pre-scribed herein. The purpose of this position is to help
insure reliable, survivable, secure, cost-effective tele-
communications and command and control systems for
the Department of Defense and the National Communica-tions System.

II. CANCELLATION

Reference (a) is hereby superseded and cancelled.



III. RESPONSIBILITIES

The Director, Telecommunications and Command and Control
Systems, is the principal, staff assistant to the Secretary of
Defense in the following functional fields:

A. Telecommunications,

B. National Communications System.

C. Command and Control Systems, to include the World-Wide
Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS).

IV. FUNCTIONS 

Under the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of
Defense, the Director, Telecommunications and Command and
Control Systems, shall perform the following functions in his
assigned fields of responsibility:

A. General 

1. Serve as principal staff assistant to the Secretary of
Defense for telecommunications and command and
control systems matters, and as a member of the
WWMCCS Council.

2. Act as DoD coordinator in the areas of telecommuni-
cations and command and control systems.

3. Review telecommunications and command and control
systems requirements validated by the Military Depart-
ments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (for WWMCCS and NMCS) and other
DoD Components.to recommend, as appropriate, alter-
natives and priorities for their fulfillment.

4. Act as the DoD coordinator for those special telecom-
munications of a sensitive nature, e. g., those related
to the support of intelligence functions.

5. Act as the DoD coordinator for general purpose radio
navigation policy matters.

.2



Continuation of IV. A.
Jan 17,. 7

5135.1

6. Monitor nontelecommunications and noncommand and control

actions, with respect to their impact upon telecommunications

and command and control systems plans and programs, and

provide recommendations, as appropriate, to the cognizant

staff assistant.

7. Serve as the DoD central point of contact on telecommunica-

tions and command and control systems matters for organi-

zations external to DoD.

8. Perform such other functions as the Secretary of Defense

may assign.

B. National Communications System (NCS) 

1. Serve as the principal assistant to the Secretary of Defense

in his role as Executive Agent, NCS.

2. Coordinate as necessary with all agencies participating in

the NCS and with other lead agencies for specialized groups

established by the Office of Telecommunications Pol
icy

(OTP).

3. Review progress in fulfilling NCS responsi
bilities and

recommend to the Executive Agent, NCS, as appropriate,

measures for improving the NCS and for securing efficie
ncy,

effectiveness, and economy.

4. Provide for the receipt and processing of requests from a
ny

agency having requirements for service from the NCS, to.

include determining feasibility, developing alternative

methods of implementation, and recommending appropriate

priorities.

5. Recommend NCS related tasks to be assigned to the Man
ager,

NCS, or to other governmental agencies, as appropriate.

C. Policy and Planning 

1. Develop, coordinate and recommend DoD teleco
mmunica-

tions and command and control systems policy, including

application of ADP technology to these areas.

2. Develop implementing directives to support approve
d tele-

communications and command and control systems policy

3



Continuation of IV. C.

and to provide processes for telecommunications and/or
command and control systems planning.

3. Join the Defense System Acquisition Review Council when
telecommunications and/or command and control systems
matters are discussed, and co-chair the Council when tele-
communications and/or command and control systems
programs are being reviewed.

4. Coordinate efforts within the Office of the Secretary of
Defense to insure that adequate mechanisms exist for:

a. The development and procurement of integrated, reliable,
survivable, secure and cost-effective command and con-
trol systems and means of telecommunications.

b. Achievement of compatibility between telecommunications
systems and their related cryptomaterials.

c. The necessary interchange of technical information be-
tween interested agencies.

5. Serve as a central point for coordination and review of tele-
communications and command and control systems plans
and programs of the JCS, Military Services, and DoD Agencies,
including application of ADP technology to these systems.

6. Serve as the OSD member on the United States Communica-
tions Security Board (USCSB).

D. 1"2_2_gramming and Budgeting.

1. Coordinate and provide recommendations on program/budget
policies and procedures as they relate to telecommunications
and/or command and control systems. This encompasses
providing visibility for telecommunications and command and
control systems in the planning, programming and budgeting
process.

2. Coordinate and provide recommendations on telecommunica-
tions and command and control systems programs, budgets,
financial plans and related financial management activity. -

4
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Jan 17, 74
5135.1 .

3. Serve as principal OSD witness before coMmittces of the
Congress on telecommunications and command and control
systems programs/budgets.

4. Review NSA submissions on telecommunications security
equipment and decisions with respect thereto for consist-
ency with other telecommunications programs.

V. SCOPE

A. The scoFe of telecommunications for which the Director,
Telecommunications and Command and Control Systems,
has responsibility is delineated below:

1. The Defense Con-imunications System (DCS), as defined
in DoD Directive 5105.19 (reference (c)), including trans-
portable contingency assets for extension or restoral of
the DCS.

2. Camp, post, base, and station telecommunications.

3. Fixel and/or transportable non-DCS telecommunications
facilities which are not included in telecommunications
equipment/systems considered to be organic to military
forces/units.

4. Telecommunications equipment/systems considered to
be organic to military forces/units.

5. DoD elements of the National Communications System
(to the extent this category is not included in the DCS).

6. Those special telecommunications of a sensitive nature,
e.g., those related to the support of intelligence func-
tions.

7. Telecornmunications security (COMSEC) equipment
insofar as reviewing such matters for consistency with
other telecommunications matters.

8. Telecommunications for command and control, including
directly coupled displays, consoles, processors, and -
other terminals whose primary function is telecommu-
nications, and special subsystems such as Minimum
Essential Emergency Communications Network (MEECN).

5



Continuation of V. A.

a.

9. Teleprocessing equipment and procedural policy for on-line
access to telecommunications systems by non-communica-
tions ADP systems within approved security policies.

10. Areas indicated below are specifically excluded except to the
extent necessary to establish radio frequency and communica-
tions security interface compatibility with other systems.

a. Sensors for intelligence, warning and surveillance; elec-
tronic warfare systems except for those affecting tele-
communications; satellite telemetry and command systems
except those affecting telecommunications vulnerability.

b. Telecommunications integral to weapons systems designed
for and usually delivered with and as a part of the air-
plane, missile complex, ship, tank, etc., whose costs
are normally included in the cost of the weapons system
and which satisfy requirements that cannot be satisfied
to the economic benefit of DoD by use of equipment
developed and procured to satisfy other telecommunica-
tions requirements.

B. The scope of command and control systems for which the Director,
Telecommunications and Command and Control Systems has re-
sponsibility is delineated below:

1. Command and control systems of the WWMCCS, as defined
in DoD Directive 5100.30 (reference (b)), including:

a. The National Military Command System (NMCS).

b. Command and Control Systems of the Unified and Specified
Commands.

c. Command and Control Systems of the Headquarters of the
Service Component Commands.

d. Command and Control Support Systems of the Department
of Defense Agencies.

2. Other command and control systems of the Military Services
and Defense Agencies, except those excluded in paragraph
V. B. 3 below.

6



Continuation of V. B.
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Jan 17, 74
5135.1

3. Systems indicated below are specifically excluded exceptto the extent necessar. y to satisfy requirements for tele-communications, communications security, and ADPcompatibility and interoperability.

a. Command and control systems dedicated to the opera-tion of surveillance, intelligence and warning systems.

b. Command and control systems ased for the tacticalcontrol of weapons.

c. Command and control systems integral to weaponssystems designed for and usually delivered with andas a part of the airplane, missile complex, ship,tank, etc., whose costs are normally included in thecost of the weapons system.

Operational direction of telecommunications and commandand control resources is not within the scope of the respon-sibilities of the Director, Telecommunications and Commandand Control Systems.

VI. RELATIONSHIPS 

A. In the performance of his functions, the Director, Telecom-munications and Command and Control Systems, shall:

B.

1. Coordinate actions, as appropriate, with DoD Compo-nents having collateral or related functions.

2. Make full use of established facilities in the Office of theSecretary of Defense and other DoD Components ratherthan unnecessarily duplicating such facilities.

3. Maintain active liaison for the exchange of informationand advice with DoD Components, as appropriate.

The heads of all Department of Defense Components andtheir staffs shall cooperate fully with the Director, Tele-communications and Command and Control Systems andhis staff, in a continuous effort to achieve efficient admin-istration of the DoD and to carry out effectively the direction,authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense.



VII. AUTHORITIES 

The Director, Telecommunications and Command and Control
Systems, in the course of exercising staff functions, is hereby
specifically delegated authority to:

A. Issue instructions and one-time directive-type memoranda,
in writing, appropriate to carrying out policies approved
by the Secretary of Defense for his assigned fields of
responsibilities. Instructions to thrt Military Departments
will be issued through the Secretaries of the Departments
or their designees.

B. Obtain such reports, information and assistance from the
Military Departments and other DoD Components as may
be necessary to the performance of his assigned functions.

C. Communicate directly with the Secretaries of the Military

Departments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Directors

of the Defense Agencies.

D. Establish arrangements for DoD .participation in those

non-defense governmental programs for which he has been

assigned primary staff cognizance.

E. Communicate directly with all governmental agencies

participating with DoD in those non-defense governmental

programs for which he has been assigned primary staff

cognizance.

F. Establish procedural arrangements for the discharge of

overall responsibilities of the Executive Agent, NCS.

G. Request such reports, information and assistance from

governmental agencies participating in. the NCS as may

be necessary.

H. Communicate directly with all governmental agencies
participating in the NCS and, after appropriate clearance,

with representatives of other nations on NCS matters.

8
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VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE 

This Directive is effective immediately.

.9

Jan 17, 71;
5135.1

SIGNED

W. P. Clements, Jr.
Deputy Secretary of Defense

1



12:00

Tuesday 8/21/73

COL. JIGGETTS:

Read your memo to Mr. Whitehead and his response was as follows:

Ask Col. Jiggetts to talk with Bryan Eagle and make sure that nothing

will happen on that until we have made a recommendation — preferably

in September. But if necessary before that.

From your list of nominees, his choices would be (1) Mansur and

(2) Starbirde

Judy



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 16, 1973

TO: Judy

FROM: Chuck Jigg tts

When Tom calls please pass this to him:

Names have begun to surface on Rechtin's replacement. People
who appear to be in contention are:

Alfred Starbird  (LtGen-retired) extensive communications back-
ground, former DCA Director and Manager, SAFEGUARD; present
job, Deputy Director, DDR&E.

George Mansur 

Harry Van Trees - Chief Scientist-Associate Director, DCA.

Dave Solomon

Howard Yudkin, Deputy Assistant Secretary in ASD(T).

Herb Benington, Acting Deputy Director, DDR&E.

Ben Oliver 

The ones who appear to be real possibles are Starbird, Yudkin
and Mansur. At this point we do not know how much is pure speculation.
I feel sure industry will make some inputs. Will continue to monitor.
Do you have anyone you would like to enter for consideration?

Y979

Z-2



. OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

March 27, 1973

To: Tom

From: Chuc

Subject White-Alice Communications

I have just been told from a reliable source that someone in
Senator Gravel's office has leaked the story that OTP directed the
Air Force to place the hold on RCA overbuilds of the White Alice
System.

This is, of course, poppycock and I have assured RCA that it is
not true. The Pentagon people and the Air Force people in Alaska
know that such a story is ridiculous because they originated the
hold in the first place. Nonetheless, I made personal calls to dis-
associate this office from the rumor. It is my understanding that
Gravel plans to make some kind of public announcement this week
regarding the White Alice controversy. I will follow up on this.

Attached is a draft of the answer to Governor Egan's letter from
John Perry. The letter was sent on March 16th and was essentially
the same. In it Perry explains in a lucid, straightforward manner
why the White Alice transfer would not lead to increased rates or
delay the modernization of Alaska's communications system.

Atch.

cc: Mr. Smith
Mr. Joyce
Mr. Lamb

or.



DRAFT/Mr. Perry/SAFiLT/ews/14 March 1973

Dear Governor Egan:

We in the Air Force have been studying the implications
of your February 13, 1973 letter about the White Alice system
with some Concern. We fully understand your desire to assure
that any transfer of the Department of Defense long distance
communications business in Alaska', and the related communica-
tions equipment, be undertaken only if it is consis.cent with
the best interepts of the ;people of Alaska. Indeed, we also
want very much to assure that any consolidated, commercially
operated long distarie corinications system is as modern,
efficient and economic as possible. If such a system is
brought into being, the Deportment of Defense will be a very
substantial cuc4t6mer of the ystem "- benefiting from its
efficiencies, and paying for its inefficiencies..

Your letter of February 13th indicted briefly that
your concern centered on two factors: (1) the possibility
that a White Alice transfer would lead to increased rates;

- and (2) the posAibility that such a transfer would delay the
modcrnizction of Ala!ika's co2munication system. *We az;ree with



••

you that neither of these things should be allowed to happen.,

but we do not understand the concern of your advisors since

the concept which we described to you in November included

specific provisions to guard against either possibility.

In th'e first place, our concept specified. that any offer

to take over the White Alice system would be required to

include a detailed analysis of costs and revenues,. prepared

by the offerors in a format to be developed by the Air Force

in consultation with the APUC and other affected state offices.

Our concept specified that each offerors analysis must

demonstrate that all costs of opeyation, including amortization

of any purchased White Alice equipment, and an acceptable

return on investment, woad be recovered without having to

increase rates. Thus, if no offeror could demonstrate that

it could take over the White Alice business without having

to increase rates, no offer would be responsive to the

Request for Offers.

Secondly, our concept for White Alice transfer .specified th

the company taking over White Alice would buy only those parts

of the White Alice system which it eNpected to keep in service

2



for an extended time. We specified that any Whitd
equipment which the offeror wanted to uoe for only a short
time and then replace could be leased, rather than purchased,
so that the operator could .dacline to renew the lease, without
further financial obligation, at any point in time when it
was ready to install more.modern equipment. Finally, our
concept specified that the company taking over White Alice
could reject entirely any piece of equipment which it did not

••need. These provisions for the purchaser to decide unilaterall
which parts of the White syotem to buy, to. le.ase, orto
reject, seem to us to be the clest sort of provision to

. protect the c0=ercia1 operator from bein3 burdened with old
•equipment which 4,ight prevent or delay any desired-

modernization.

In contrast, we .believe that the modernization and
expansion of the Alaskan state-wide coanunication system would
be accelerated by prompt action to includu the government's
business, and the useful pc.rt:_oa'of the governnt's
communiccLion in the comlnerci,:l base, under APIX
and FCC reguixtion. noreover, we believe that the implcmenti
request for oM:rs, uhich would prepare in clo3e

3



consultation with appropriate state represeptatives if

you concur with our concept, can. and should be so structured

as to assure the State and- the Federal Government that any .

offer will be accompanied by supporting detailed information

adequate to enable reliable evaluation of both defense and

public interests before any decision is made as to acceptance

or rejection of offers.

• As I had told you when we met in November, very extensive

work will be necessary to prepare a detailed request for offers

implemcnting the basic conccpt which W2 presented to you. V!e

do not feel justified in undertaking that workload until we

,know that we are implementating a concept acceptable to you.
, .

If you do concur in the concept, we would not only expect to

Nork closely with, State representatives in evolving and

reviewing the Request for Offers, but also we would recognize

that you are reserving judgment, as we ourselves are on

.whether any transfer should be made, until-we can see and

.evaluate the offers submittr-d. \Alen the evaluation of

offers was completed, we would expect to seek your coccun:ence

in any recommendation to the President of the United States

4



for transfer of the Vhite Alicc sy:ftem to a specified

private commercial operator.

Your letter, however; forces us to recognize the

possibility that the State of Alaska may decide that it

does not wish, at this tire, to have the Department of Defense

communications business and the public coLimunications business

consolidated into a single system responsive to the necds of

both Government and private cUstomers.. In that event, we

will have no real alternative but to continue operation of a

White Alice system to meet military needs .while the cmmerciel

system expands 1-1(1. modernizes separately, along such lines as

may be considered appropriate to meet the growing public,

non-defense needs. In thiccribing our concept to you last

Rovember, I pointed out that, in spite of our confidence

in the concept, we realized that we might not receive any
•••

offer acceptable to both the national defense and the State

sof Alaska, and that, therefore, we might have tp contiEue

. operation of the Mite Alice .system ourselves. We arc st!.11

prepared to do that.

As T indicated when you. cal.le6 a few days ago 1.7hru to

• discuss our deferral of further action to authorize overbuild:

5
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the White Alice system, we had assumed that the con:mcrcial

firm taking over the White Alice system would be the one

to decide, in consultation with the /TUC, how and when

elements of the White Alice system should be taken out of

service as modernization and expansion of the state-wide system

enabled the commercial operator to meet both government and

public requirements more efficiently and economically.

In contrast, if we are to continue operating . the

White Alice system as a separate defense system, we mist

make those decisions. Naturally, the commercial operator

will be permitted to lease excess circuits in, and to over-

build, those parts of the White Alice system which we decide,

to keep in operation to fij'eet defense needs. You will recognize.,

however, that if the State of Alaska concludes that we should

continue to operate our separate defense communications system,

our obligation to minimize the cost of national defense to the

taxpayers of the United States will *require that we shut down

any parts of the White Alice system not needed fox/JO:rely

defense purposes, and that we employ the compoilents of the

sites we shut down to meet defense communications needs

elsewhere in the 'world.



To continue to authorize com,nercial overbuild of tile

White Alice system after we ate .aware that the State may

desire us to continue separate military operation of the

system, and before we have decided what segments of that

system might be shut down, :7ould be grossly inappropriate

since costs incurred by the commercial operator in over-

building any specific route, which become part of that

Company's rate base, would have been wasted if the Department

of Defense then decided to shut .down and dismantle that route.

As I told you in January we have not made any detailed.

analysis of total costs and total revenUes for a. commercially

operated White Alice system because we think that the analyses
•

received from offeror 6 in the course of a competitive White

Alice transfer 'effcrt would be much more meaningful and useful

-- both to us and to the APUC." Our general .review of the

situation, however, discloscd. that the total volume of

Government and private communications throuL:h the White Alice

system in 1972 would have produced revenues, at current P.CA

rates, only a few hundred thojase.nd dollars below the total

cost of operating and amortizing the White Alice facilities

7



to be continued. The foreseeable continuing growth of

public communications should convert this slight defi
cit

to a profit by July 1974 even if the purchaser 
is not able

• ,

to operate White Alice more efficiently than we
 do.

In summary the Air Force believes thnt:

a. Both the Federal Government and the State

desire a significant modernization of communications 
in Alaska;

b.. At this time, when Government needs ore stabl
e

but public requirements are growing, only the priva
te sector

can justify modernizing and expanding telecommuni
cations in

the State;.

C. .Substanti,21 private improvements are
 unlikely'

-
as long as the Fpderal Go'vernment is operating 

its own

separnte system to net Government needs;

d. Continued incremental overbuilding of 
the

t•

White Alice system is not a Step toward modernization 
but

*rather a short term resolution of current requirement
s which,

if anything, deerenses the urgency of modernization;

e. The Federal Government should not .be in 
the

te1eco2munications business where private e
nterprise can meet

the Government nueds rclicbly nnd economically;

8



f. Adequate private capital will no
t be committed

to bring about substantial 
State-wide modernization and expansion

unless the 'White Alice busineSs, 
and useful parts of the White

Alice equipment and facilities ar
e transferred from Federal

operation to a responsible private 
operator;

g. Even after substcntial mode
rnization of the

State-wide system, significant parts 
of the White Alice

system will be needed to meet the 
requirements of the public

as well as the Government; and

h. Since the Waite Alice systm i
s not .excess to

Government needs, it can be transfer
red only under the Alaska:

Communications Disposal Act which requ
ires that the Government

be paid fair value for arry property 
sold or leased.

• ...The Air .FOrce conceD1.:. for obtaining offers to 
take over

the 'White Alice system is consistent, we 
believe, with the

above criteria; and contains.clear and a
dequate safeguards:

(1) asninst any increase in rates to the 
general public

arising from inco,-porei-in,r, 1-.h ,-• Mite Alice business in the

Sttlte-wide revonue and 17.-4te•bnses; -and (2) a,sainst any

burdening of the eor,.nercial operator with p
roperty which



should be retired from service ond replaced with more modern

equipment in the interest of service quality.and economy.

Consequently, the Air Force continues to believe strongly

that an early disposal of the Mite Alice system, in general

accordance with the concept described to you last Novelaber,

is in the best interests of both the Federal and the State

Governments.

• In view of our conti=ing belief that the concept for

White Alice transfer which we hcve previously described to

you will in feet fully protect the intere.!its of the people...

of Alaska,. I weico.;ze your suggestion for further exploration

of the concept. To this end, I would be happy to meet with

you, together With the AYUC. or such other state officials as

.y• ou consider .pplopriate either ~~~ n Juneau or Anchorage at

some mutUally convenient time. To this end-, I could be

available to meet with you in Alaska at any time between the

• 10th and the 13th of April, or at any time after the 7th
 of

, May. Indeed, if

could probnbly

you consider the matter sufficiently urgent,

arrane a short trip to Alaska during the

last week in Ilarch. Perhaps. it is also appropriate to note

that the Ana desiroos of meeting with me on the o
verbuild

• 10:



question. While I uould be very .reluctant to incur the

time and expense for a trip to Alaska for tht purpose alon,,,

would like very much to 'accommodate the APUC and would be

willing to combine that meeting with a trip to Alaska to

meet with you on the bro.2der subject of White Alice transfer.

If mutually satisfactory timing could be arranged, I could

meet with the APUC in Anchorage (or conceivably in Juneau)

either the day before, or the day after my meeting with you.

In responding to the APUC, I will suggest such a combination

trip and send them a copy of this letter to facilitate the:

consultation with your office on the question of timing.

Sincerely, yours,

• •
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March 23, 1973

Mr. Bernard Strassburg
Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
1919 M. street, W.
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Strassburg:

This is in resnonse to your letter of March 13,
1973, concerning Comsat's ap-olications for authority
to construct a communications satellite system to
provide communications services to the U. S. Navy
and to commercial maritime interests.

You requested OTP's views on questions you
asked of the Department of the Navy and the DeTlart-
ment of Ftate, concerning the national defense and
foreign policy ilnplications, respectively, of the
Comsat applications. You also reauPsted our views
on the applications and Corsat's request for waiver
of construction permit.

We have reviewed the Comsat anplications, as
well as the Navy and Department of State resnonses
to your inquiries. In light of our review, OTP
concurs fully in the Navy and State Department
responses.

The Navy has significant need for the leased
satellite service proposed by Comsnt in order to
continue research and develonment in the satellite
communications field and to provide vital communica-
tions capabilities in the event of national emergency.

OTP also is in accord with the views presented
by the Departr,ent of State, snecifically including its
request that the authorization to Comsat be explicitly



•

limited to the five-year degiqn lifetime of the three-
satellite system to be used to provide service in the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

We note that Comsat has recognized the limited
purnose nature of its current proronal. It is not
expected to affect adversely the future deliberations
regarding maritime satellite comnunications or the
competitive conditions in the e:dstine and future
maritime communications industry. Indeed, Comsat has
indicated a willingness to encourage the participation
of other communications common carriers in the nroposed
service offering to commercial maritime interests.

For the foregoing reasons, we believe the interests
of existing comnunications carriers can be adequately
safeguarded and that there re compelling reasons to
grant authorization to estblish the Navy service and
the commercial maritime satellite services proposed by
Comsat.

CC: DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead

/1 

Eva
GC Subject
GC Chron

// 
Goldberg Chron

HGoldberg:pb:3-23473

Sincerely,

Nenry Goldberg

•••
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PRESIDENT TO CUT
MILITARY BUDGET
FOR NEXT 5 YEARS
Seeks S4-to-$6-Billion Slash
for 1971 and Reduction

in Global Capabilities

'11/2 WAR' PLAN BACKED

Preparations for One Minor
and Two Major Conflicts
Would Be Abandoned

By WILLIAM BEECHER
Special to The ;New York Times

WASHINGTON, Oct. 18—The
Nixon Administration, after a
nine-month, government - wide
policy review, has decided to
reduce sharply military spend-
ing over the next five years
as part of a new, less ambitious
global strategy.
For the defense budget cur-

rently in preparation, the Pen-
tagon is urged to keep defense
spending down to about $71-
billion to $73-billion.
That is $4-billion to $6-billion

below expected spending for
the 1970 fiscal year, ending
'June 30, and substantially be-
low the target figure the Pen-
tagon had given the military

services earlier this year as
they drew up proposals for the
next defense budget.

War Plans Trimmed
Projecting a more austere

future defense posture, the
Presidential decisions would:

(iShift the emphasis of Amer-
ica's military capabilities to
fight only one major war and
one brush-fire war at a time,
instead of following the two
major and one minor war doe-
trine that has underlain defense
planning for the last decade.

tillecognize that the United
States will run greater risks in
meeting worldwide commit-
ments with smaller forces, un-
less those commitments are
reduced. After the Vietnam
war is over, for instance, the
Army is expected to drop back
to substantially fewer divisions
than it had before the war, or
to reduce markedly the size of
each division it keeps.
(Retain sufficient strategic

weapons so the nation will not
only be able to retaliate and
kill tens of millions of Russians
if the Soviet Union initiates
nuclear war, but also see that
a gap does not develop in the
actual amount of damage that
each of the two powers is ca-
pable of inflicting on each other.
The decisions are outlined in

two brief National Security
Decision Memorandums. The
principal one was distributed
to key Government depart-
ments this week.,
They are to serve as Presi-

dential guidance on future bud-
gets, starting with the one that
goes to Congress in January.

Administration sources said
the memorandums did not
specify specific numbers of
American troops to remain in
Europe or Asia after Vietnam
or the planes, ships or divisions
the military might retain. Such
decisions are to be made as
part of the budget process
itself, they said.
One senior official said the

spending decision had been
based more on fiscal than on
strategic concerns. His opinion
was shared by several plan-
ners in the Pentagon, the State
Department and the White
House who worked on the
review.
"Underlying the thinking of

many top people," this official
said, "is the notion that we've
become overextended. But
we're not ready to really bite
the bullet on reducing com-
mitments, on deciding for in-
stance that we can get by
with fewer troops in Germany
or Korea.

"We've been forced largely
by the pressures of inflation
plus a feeling that certain do-
mestic programs ought to have
a larger share of the budget,
to make a defense choice
largely based on cost. The fis-
cal tail is wagging the strate-
gic dog."

Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, in an impromptu news
conference Thursday, hinted at
the new strategic decision when
he called unrealistic the notion
that the United States could
fight major war simultaneous-
ly in Europe and Asia and a
small one somewhere else.
"We're probably in a posi-

tion today," he said, "where
we can handle [the] major in-
itial impact of a war in Europe
and give substantial support
[to conflicts] in Southeast Asia
and Korea."
Knowledgeable officials say

the strategy selected this week
is oriented toward fighting a
war in Europe, but would train
and equip the active divisions
in the United States, making
up the so-called strategic re-
serve, to be able to fight a
major war in either Europe or
Asia, but not both at once.
In addition, a small, fast-

reaction airborne force would
be maintained to move quick-
ly to a small brush-fire war
in the Caribbean or elsewhere
in the world, they said.

This was one of five princi-
pal strategies the Administra-
tion considered. They covered
a spectrum of average annual
defense ranging from $70-bil-
lion to over $100-billion. The
other options were:

41The so-called Europe-only
strategy, with only a tiny,
token American military force
retained in Asia and no major
preparation of units in the
United States to fight on the
mainland of Asia.

c'The existing strategy of
providing forces for "21/2
wars." This would envision,
after the Vietnam war is over,
reducing the armed forces by
900,000 men to the 2.6 million,
man prewar level.
(IA "31/2 war" strategy, hav-

ing the capability of simultane-
ously fighting not only a big
war in Europe but two in Asia
—one in Korea and the other
in Southeast Asia.



MA bolstering ot convention-1
al war forces, particularly of
troops and war supplies for thel
European theater, in order tol
reduce to a minimum the re-
liance on nuclear weapons in
the event of war there.

Before the completion of the
review, Pentagon officials said;
they were thinking of returning
the Army to its pre-Vietnam

level of 16 divisions, from —a
peak strength of 19 divisions.
But after that war is over, the
new decision may require much
deeper cuts.
A year-boy-year budget pro-

jection is part of the two and
a half page decision paper on
general purpose forces. Two
figures are given for each of
each of the next five budget
years, one based on the as-
sumption that the United
States will maintain a residual
force of about 200,000 combat
troops in Vietnam throughout
the period, the other assum-
ing a total withdrawal from
Vietnam.

In no case does the spending
figure, even though anticipat-
ing new inflationary pressures,
and a requirement to proceed
with equipment modernization
deferred during the Vietnam
war, exceed this year's ex-
pected total of $77-billion in
expenditures.
One official said the Army

may have to shrink to as low
as 12 to 14 divisions. Another
said the requisite savings might
instead be achieved by strip-
ping each of the surviving di-
visions of three battalions.
"We could still fight a divi-

sion with only eight battal-
ions," one official said. "And
if the emergency was serious
enough, we could quickly add
three battalions from the Re-
serves, rather than have to call
whole Reserve divisions and
get them ready for combat."

Pentagon officials recall that
when Robert S. McNamara
came in as Defense Secretary
in January, 1961, he asked
what the nation's firm commit-
ments were and how much
force had been provided to
meet them. He decided the
forces were really not adequate
and moved to bolster them.
At that time the so-called

"21/2-war strategy" was formal-
ized. Three of the Army's 14
divisions were not combat
ready, being used only for
training recruits. They were
made combat ready and other
units were given the training
chore. After the Berlin crisis
that summer, two more combat
divisions were added.

From that time on, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff have been in-
structed to submit budget pro-
posals on the basis of being
prepared to fight on two majcr
fronts and one minor one at
the same time.

100 Divisions Recalled
Military and civilian planners

concede that budgetary con-
straints have always been a
crucial factor in deciding how
much defense was enough.
"After all, we had 100 divi-

sions in Europe in World War
II," one Pentagon planner said.
"How could anyone say that 14
or 16 of 28 divisions would be
enough in the event of another
war?"

But, it was believed that nu-
clear weapons would make

difference, first in deterring an
attack, and secondly as a last
resort for use if war broke out
and allied forces were in dan-
ger of being overrun.
But Vietnam changed the cal-

culations. As more and more
divisions were poured into that
fight it became clear that,
should a war suddenly erupt
in Europe, the United States
would have to revert to a hold-
ing action in Vietnam and shift
forces to Europe.

Thus, it was apparent the na-
tion really did not possess the
capability it thought it had.
Ranking Pentagon officials

had previously been talking
about reverting to the pre-Viet-
nam force levels, without really
reordering priorities. Now the
adecision has been made to dip
lbelow those levels, and the
orientation is now more toward
European defense.
But the Administration re-

jected the single option that
would have done away with
any but a token force for Asian
commitments.

Deterrent Plan Backed

In the strategic weapons
field, the Administration's de-
cision represents even less of
a change than in the conven-
tional force area.
Then new team has endorsed

the previous strategy of deter-
rence based on the ability to
cause unacceptable damage to
the attacker.
But while Mr. McNamara and

some of his associates believed
that the ability to retaliate
against a surprise attack and

kill about 20 per cent of the
!Soviet population — regardless
of Soviet capabilities— should
be enough to deter war, the
Nixon Administration disagrees.
As the Russians continue to

build up their arsenal of stra-
tegic missiles, the Administra-
tion has decided, as a matter
of policy, not to allow them to
develop a "disproportionate"
strength.
Thus, if Russia achieves the

ability to kill 40 per cent of
the American people in a sec-
ond strike, the United States
would increase its capability to
do the same, officials explain.
And, if an arms control

agreement can be worked out,
they will seek to insure that
this kind of imbalance is
avoided.



- 'IA notstenng of convention-1
.al war forces, particularly of1
:troops and war supplies for the'
European theater, in order to!
reduce to a minimum the re-
liance on nuclear weapons in
the event of war there. i

Before the completion of the
review, Pentagon officials said
they were thinking of returning
the Army to its pre-Vietnam.. _ 
level of 36 divisions, from a
peak strength of 19 divisions.
,But after that war is over, the
!new decision may require much
.deeper cuts.
. A year-boy-year budget pro-
jection is part of the two and
a half page decision paper on
general purpose forces. Two
figures are given for each of
,each of the next five budget
}years, one based on the as-
!sumption that the United
'States will maintain a residual
force of about 200,000 combat
troops . in Vietnam throughout
the period, the other assum-
ing -a total withdrawal from
Vietnam.
In no case does the spending

figure, even though anticipat-
ing new inflationary pressures:
and a requirement to proceed
with equipment modernization
deferred during the Vietnam
war, exceed this year's ex-
pected total of $77-billion in
expenditures.
One official said the Army

may have to shrink to as .low
is 12 to 14 divisions. Another
said the requisite savings might
instead .be achieved by strip-
ping each of the surviving di-
visions of three battalions.
"We could still fight a divi-

sion with only eight battal-
ions," one official said. "And
if the emergency was serious
enough, we could quickly add
three battalions from the Re-
serves, rather than have to call
whole Reserve divisions and
get them ready for combat." i

Pentagon officials recall that
when Robert S. McNamara
came in as Defense Secretary,
in January, 1931, he asked l
what the nation's firm commit-
ments were and how much
force had been provided to;
meet - them. He decided thel
forces were really not adequate
and mo% ed to bolster them.
At that time the so-called

"2 -war strategy" was formal-
ized. Three of the Army's 14
divisions were not combat
ready, being used only for
training recruits. They were
,made combat ready and other

I
units were given the training
chore. After the Berlin crisis
that summer, two more combat
divisions were added; . 1

From that time on, the Joint
IChiefs of Staff have been in-
structed to submit budget pro.-
posals on the basis .of being
prepared to fight on two =jet-
fronts and one minor one at
the same time.

100 Divisions Recalled
Military and civilian planners

concede that budgetary con-
straints have always been a
crucial factor in deciding how
much defense was enough.
"After all, we had 100 divi-

sions in Europe in World War,
II," one Pentagon planner said.'
"How could anyone say that 14
or 16 of 28 divisions would be,

I enough in the event of another
'war?'

But, it was believed that nu-
clear weapons would make

difference, first in deterring an
attack, and secondly as a last

resort for use if war broke out

and allied forces were in dan-

ger of being overrun.
But Vietnam changed the cal-

culations. As more and more
divisions were poured into that
fight it became clear that,
should a war suddenly erupt
in Europe, the United States
would have to revert to a hold-
ing action in Vietnam and shift
forces to Europe.

Thus, it was apparent the na-
tion really did not possess the:
capability it thought it had.

• Ranking Pentagon officials!
had previously been talkingi
about reverting to the pre-Viet-
nam force leveis, without really
reordering priorities. Now the
adeeision has been made to dip

below those levels, and the1
orientation is now more toward
European defense.
But the Administration re-

jected the single option that
would have done away with
any but a token force for Asian
commitments.

Deterrent Plan Backed

In the strategic weapons
field, the: Administration's de-
cision represents even less of
a change than in the conven-
tiOnal force area.
Then new team has endorsed

the previous strategy of deter-
rence based on the ability to
cause unacceptable damage to
the attacker..
But while Mr. McNamara and

some of his associates believed
that the ability to retaliate,
against a surprise attack and

!kill about 20 Per cent of the
ISoviet population — regardless
iof Soviet capabilities— should
!be enough to deter war, the
Nixon Administration disagrees,
As the Russians continue to

build up their arsenal of stra-
tegic missiles, the Administra-
tion has decided, as a matter
of policy, not to allow them to
develop a "disproportionate"
strength.
Thus, if Russia achieves the

ability to kill 40 per cent of
the American people in a sec-
ond strike, the United States
would increase its capability to
do the same, officials explain.

And, if an arms control
agreement can be worked out,
they will seek to insure that
this kind of imbalance is
avoided.
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Seeks S4-to46-Billi0n Slash
for 1971 and Reduction

in Glol)al Capabilities

'1 1/2 VVAR :1U1 BACKED

preparations for One Minor
and Two Ma!or Conflicts
Would Be Abandoned

By WILLIAM BEECHER
sp,c:a to The Yes TItries

WASHINGTON, Oct. 18—The
Nixon Administration, after a
nine-month, ,gov n.nment - wide
policy review, has decided to
reduce sharply niiiitary spend-

ing over the next five years
a-s'part of a new, less ambitious
global strategy.
For the defense budget cur-

rently in preparati :1, the Pen-
tagon is urged to keep defense
spending down to about $71-
billion to $73-billion.
That is $4-billion to $6-billion

below expected speeding for.
the 1970 fiscal ye;:r, ending
'June 30, and substentially be-
low the target figu, tbe Pen-
tagon had given the military

services earlier this year as
they drew up propos Ts for the
next defense budget.

War Plans Trieum.h1
Projecting a more austere

future defense •posture, the
Presidential decisions would:

l'IShift the emphasis of Amer-
ica's military capabilities to
fight only one major war and
,one brush-fire war at a time,
!instead of following the two
'major and one minor war doc-
trine that has ..iejertse
planning for ihe last e

Recognize that the United
States will run greater risks in
meeting worldwide commit-
ments with smaller forces, un-
less' those commitments are
reduced. After the Vietnam
war is over, for instaree, tne
,Army is expected to drop back
to substantially fewer divisions
than it had before the war, or '
to reduce markedly the size of
each division it keeps.

cRetain sufficient strategic
weapons so the nation will not
only be able to retaliate and
kill tens of millions of Russians
if the Soviet Union initiates
nuclear war, but also see that
a gap does not develop in the
actual amount of damage that
each of the two powers is ca-
pable of inflicting on each other.
The decisions are outlined in

two brief National Security
Decision Memorandums. The
principal one was distributed
to key Government ,depart-
ments this week.:
They are to serve as Presi-

dential guidance on future bud-
gets, starting with the one that
goes to Congress in January.

Administration sources said
the memorandums did not
specify specific numbers ofi
American troops to remain in
Europe or Asia after Vietnam;
or the planes, ships or divisions
the military might retain. Such
decisions are to be made as
part of the budget process,
itself, they said.
One senior official said the

spending decision had been
based more on fiscal than on
strategic concerns. His opinion
was shared by several plan-
ners in the Pentagon, the State
Department and the White
House who worked on the
review.
'Underlying the thinking of

many top people," this official
said, "is the notion that we've
become overextended. But
we're not ready to really bite
the bullet on reducing com-
mitments, on deciding for in-.
stance that we can get by
with fewer troops in Germany
or Korea.

"We've been forced largely
by the .pressures of inflation
plus a feeling that certain do-
mestic programs ought to have
a larger share of the budget,
to make a defense choice
largely based on cost. The fis-
cal tail is wagging the strate-
gic dog."

Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, in an impromptu news
conference Thursday, hinted at
the new strategic decision when
he called unrealistic the notion
that the United States could
fight major war simultaneous-
ly in Europe and Asia and a
small one somewhere else.
"We're probably in a posi-'

tion today," he said, • "where
we can handle [the] major in-
itial impact of a war in Europe
and give substantial support
[to conflicts] in Southeast Asia
and Korea."
Knowledgeable officials say

the strategy selected this week
is oriented toward fighting a
war in Europe, but would train
and equip the active divisions
in the United States, making
up the so-called strategic re-
serve, to be able to fight a
major war in either Europe or
Asia, but not both at once.
In addition, a small, fast-

reaction airborne force would
be maintained to move quick-
ly to a small brush-fire war
in the Caribbean or elsewhere
in the world, they said.

This was one of five princi-
pal strategies the Administra-
tion considered. They covered
a spectrum of average annual
defense ranging from $70-bil-
lion to over WO-billion. The
other options were:

. (1The so-called .Europe-only
strategy, with only a tiny,
token American military force
retained in Asia and no major
preparation of units in the
•United States to fight on the
mainland of Asia.

The existing strategy of
providing forces for "21/2
wars." This would envision,
after the Vietnam war is over,
reducing the armed forces by
900,000 men to the 2.6 million
man prewar level.

(IA. "31A war" strategy, hav-
ing the capability of simultane-
ously fighting not only a big
war in Europe but two in Asia
—ono in Korea and the other
in Southeast Asia..
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honorable Arthur F. Sampson
Acting Administrator of General Services
Ganeral Services Administration
vashington, D.C. 20405

Dear Mr. Sampson:

In reviewing the Government's use of telecomlunications, I
havth been struck by the fact that we make relatively little
use of com-n.Ircial services. :lost of tha Government's needs
are met by systems which, while leased in whole or in part
from carriers, are specifically designed for use by the
Government. While a few of these systems are unique, there
is a degree of competition among many of thane sys tens for
similar types of traffic. rrhPse factors create a situation
in which tha Government's managenPnt of its own use of
communications appears fragnranted and ineffective.

The communications services used by th2 Government can be
divided into two general classes. One is the class of services
which are widely used and common to many agencies, wtere a
broad community of interest exists among Government and
non-Government users, or where the economic efficiency or
"cost-effectiveness" of the service is a paramount consideration.

Th:a other class of services consists of specialized networks

supporting operational functions in which considerations of

economy must yield to performance or security factors. These
services have sane characteristics in common, but often
cannot be satisfied by systems designed to provide the most
economical balk services.

I believe that it should be the responsibility of the
General Services Administration to assure that the Government

obtains the first class of servic.-,s,or c..o-inon sarvices," in

the most efficient manner, consistent with applicable laws

and national policies. GSA should also identify instances

in which an agency's justification for a specialized system

appears to be inadequate and where a mere economic alternative

is available, and should notify the agency head of such

situations with a copy provided to OT?.
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Milt.) specialized systems have unique operational reasons
for -their existence, there are situations in which agencies
with similar missions have separate but similar specialized
systems. In each of these situations, a greater degree of
coordination and joint planning for communications is desirable.
To accomplish tii, I plan to designate certain departments
to take a leading role in coordinating specialized systems
in selected mission areas.

I have discussad with Defense representatives a revision of
the National Communications System so that it woutd servo
as the coordinating organization for the National Security
community. The I;xecutive Agent, NCS, has developed a concept
for doing this, and will be contacting GSA to discuss your
role in that organization. During the coming we.-As, we will
ba taking steps to define appropriate joint planning and
coordination arrange=ents for other selected mission areas
with specialized communications requirements.

In order to complete my recommendations to the President on
this matter, I would like to know whether you concur in this
statement of GSA's role in Federal telecommunications, whether
the. existing authorities of GSA are adequate for this role,
and how these responsibilities would be carried out. Ploaze
let me have your views on those matters within 30 days.

Sinc .

cc: DO Records
DO Chron
GC Subject
GC Chron
Hr. Whitehead
va

CCJoyco:Dlial1:CCJ:j:3-23-73

Clay T. Whitehead
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Executive Agent
National Col,Imunication System
WasAington, D.C. 20305

Attn: Honorable E. Rechtin

Dear Dr. Rechtin:

Over the past year, I have reviewed the history of the:lational Communications Systen, it accomraishnents, itspresent status, and tha needs for policy, planning andcoordination for Federal Government comnunications. Thesematters have been disc-eased in the Council for GovernmentCommunications Policy and 'Planning. These reviews anddiscussions have convinced me that the proper role of theNCS needs to be more clearly defined, and that certainother planning and coordination arrangements need to beestablished.

The problems which resulted in the creation of the :ICS arosefrom inadequate coordination and joint planning among thecomnunications elements of the i;ational Security cfx-munity.The Communicatiorzs Subcwamittee of the Nltional uritjCouncil focuse(1 entirely on such problems uring 1962.However, the charter for the :IC5, the Presitlent's Monoraa-dum of August 21, 1963, was not linited to rlational Security,but was left open-en.lel. This resulteJ in the bclief that
the purpose of the 4CS was to bring about large scale, ifnot total, inte.7ration of gow_lrnmt co,=Jnications syste:ns.This was reinforced by Tuidanc i!ron the Special Assistant
to the President for Telecomnuaications in various corres-onlence from 1965 to 1355. The absencf, of a clear opera-tional need or econamic gain from such integration has blockedits accomplishment.

Rathar than adopting total integration as the end objective,
I believe it is better to divide tna con-lunications servicesused by the Governnt into two gcneral classes. One is
the class of services which are wi,iely used and co:nnon tomany agencies, where a broad conlmunity of interest exists
among Governulant and non-Gow:rnment users, or where the
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ecohcmic efficAcncy or 'cost-effectivness" of the s2rvice
is a paraEaount consideration. It is the ros?onsibility of
the Gtaleral Services Admiaistration to assure that the
Govern:lent obtains such coon services, in the most efficient
manner, consistent with applicable laws and national policies.

The other class of services consists of specialized sygtems
supporting operational f-anctions in which considerations of
econony must yield to performance or security factor. Thase
services have some characteristics in co -on, but often
cannot he satisael by systems designed to provi:le thn most
economical bulk services. tiny agencies of t Governnent
use specializeia services, and ageacies with similar nissions
fregaantly have similar and interrelated nee,ls. A prine
example of this is the ::ational Security comnuaity, where
similar nee Is for security, soed and wor1,2-wile access
exist. Other exanllaas are (1) avi;Ition and maritime agencies;
(2) metaorological, gaoloqical an.1 environmantal agancies;
and (3) law e enforcement agencies. I feel that suitable
joint planning and coorlination arrangements should be
established for tlach such common-interest zission area.

Within this context, / feel strongly that the primary purpose
of the NCS should bo to accomplish joint planning and coor-
dination for Ilational S.tcuritv corraunicatioas. This is the
origiLal neod Which sparked the est,*blishment of the NCS.
It is a clear anU -Portant objective, and covers a well-
find set of zvstens, 'iti siilar requiraments for s3eed,

security ar.A intaroprability. The itnportaace
of thecda corraunications to the President is another Unique
aspect of tais group of systems.

The nest step, which is Tv.ecied rather quiciav, is to assess
the iiplications of this aporoach. What would ba the mission,
composition, aad princioal activities of an NCS directed
primarily toward the puose of joint planning and coordination
of .;atioaal Security cor:nanications? What revisions to the
NCS charter, if any, would be required or desirablo? I would
appreciate receivincT your views on 1-h,P,se natters by ;larch 7.

SincQ:rely,

Clay T. Whitehead

CC: Do Records
DO Chron
GC Subject

CCJoyce:kmj:2-14-73

GC Chron
Mr. Whitchead
Eve

ren



FEB 6 1973

lionorable
ASSiStant Secretary of Ocfer.se

(Telcco=unicatio;ls)
dashington, D.C. 203n

Dear Eb:

Ted Trimer seat T,ie a copy oC is 1...tt:r to you of
DeceW)er 1), 1972, in which he kliscusfies exnansion oE
PTS service to ;ailitary LIsta1171tioas. I have ased

hL to withhoLl any action coacErmin AUMW)/FTS
iateroperability—pendin analysis of thc, results
the ficla test which has been anklerway for swlie

As those results were duo by 1 .4oveDber 1972, 1 'ou1d
appreciate it if you would let know when I ray e,!(pect

a. report on this test.

Sincerely,
. signed

TOM

Clay T. 4hitehead

cc: DO Records
DO Chron
GC Subject - AUTOVON/FTS
GC Cliron
'Jr. '4)),Itehead
Eva
Mr. nail

1)aveHall/CCJoyce:kmj:2-5-73



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Automated Data and Telecommunications Service
Washington, DC 20405

DEC 19 1972

Dr. :Eberhardt Rechtin
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Office of Telecommunications
The Pentagon
Washington, DC

Dear Dr. Rechtin:

in connection with the President's determination to control the rate of

a cr

-
= 11717111,
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Government spending, there is an increasing emphasis toward reduction
of Government-wide costs for provision of communications services,
particularly those which result from unnecessary duplication or loss
than optimum management procedures. I think our recent agreement
on TELP4.1kR: automation was a good e:r.a.mple of how we can mutually
address these problems in an effective manner.

The General Services Administration and the Department of Defense
have both been highly visible with respect to our operation of e:ztensive
private voice netv,,,oz...k.s. The r TS inte,-cit-y voice network was developed
to provide a cost effective alternative to commercial services for the
Federal Government. The AUTOVON, initially envisioned as a command
and control network, has grown to include a large number of users \\those
mission relates to support activItiee ouch as administration and logistics.

The development of our respective networks has progressed largely
independently. I think it is fair to say that there has been insufficient
recognition of the needs to provide the moot economical administrative
service to the Federal Government as a whole, as well as maintaining
emergency communication capabilities to insure continuity of operations
even in the face of natural disaster or hostile action.

The FTS has been successful in providing cost effective services to the
civil agencies. The typos of services it provides would appear capable
of oatisfyinz.,Y the needs of many AUTOVON u:.;err..). In many of your public
statements, you have recogni%ed the potential of rcrnoving such users
from the military nct Icavin3 it to servo principally users with security
and survivability requirements. Since we are all faced with increasing
budgetarY Pressures, this may be the time to consider and plan for the
inclusion of those users within the FTS.

Keep Freedom in Tour Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
•••
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.An experiment has been underway in which a number of military bases have
been provided :_-_,.ccess to the T.S for their AUTO VON off-net traffic. While
the test trial is not fully complete, initial reports indicate that the use of
the FTS, in contrast to the 172,Th or DCD commercial services, would
be preferred on a cost performance basis. I would therefore respect-
fully sugzest that significant e:zpansion of the ITS ser-,rice to military
installations to handle such administrative traffic would appear to be a
highly cost effective and appropriatz:: action at this time.

The separate evolution of our networks has also created a problem with
respect to the continuity of Government -- namely, that t6 interconnect

them, even under emergency conditions, may not be possible. The use

of these networks under such stress situations must be coordinated to
allow effective utilization of the total Federal Government's communi-
cation assets in time of emergency. In this regard, I would suggest we
mutually undertake a re-examination of the feasibility of providing the
capability to interconnect current voice networks in time of emergency and

to plan our future network capabilities so that natural interoperability is
feasible when emergency circumstances dictate.

I believe these items regarding our mutual voice network problems are of
sufficient importanse as to warrant thcir,prompt attention. My staff
stands ready to meet with yours to explore the early implementation of
these suggestions.

Sincerely,

(signed) Ted Trimmer

I-I.A.ROLD S. TRIMMER, JR.

Acting Commissioner, ADTS

cc:
, Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, OTP
Mr. Paul O'Neill, OME



October 11, 1972

Honorable Ted Stevens
United states Senate
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Ted:

Thank you for your letter regarding Alaskan communications. I follow
with interest and concern the evolution of communications development
In ---4.1aska, and DOD maintains a dialogue with OTP on these matters
since final determination of some issues could involve Presidential
approval.

My recent discussions with Defense representatives have included their
efforts to develop a plan for possible transfer of the White Alice
communications system to a commercial operator. Defense recognizes
that any transfer of the White Alice system must be oriented toward
modernization and should not burden the commercial operator with
unneeded facilfties. it is understood that any such transfer must be
accomplished under the Alaska Communications Disposal Act, Public
Law 90-135, and would have to be advantageous to the Government, the
people of Alaska and the commercial carrier.

it is my understanding that sometime in the near future the Defense
representatives will be prepared to discuss DOD's Alaskan cornmuni-
emione policies with the Governor, the Congressional delegation, and
other Alaskan officials the Governor may designate. I have been assured
that it is the intention of the Defense Department to cooperate fully. I
feel sure they will be able to answer any questions you may have and
provide clarifying information relative to the concerns Angie Hiebert
expressed in his letter to you.

we will continuo to follow the situation and stand ready to do anything
we can to help -- Just let me know. Best personal regards.

cc: Dr. Rechtin. OSD fT Sincerely,
John Perry, SAFIL
Gen Paschall, AFPItC
A. }Hebert, Anchorage, Alaska
Mr. Smith/Mr. Joyce Clay I. Whitehead

ifinchrozniMr. Deylev-
mr, Lembilkir. Whitehead(2)

DO ChroutDo Records IC01 Jiggetts Chron/Col Jiggetts Sub) rile (Alaska Comm
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September 22, 1972

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications .olicy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Clay:

As you know, the State of Alaska is in the
critical process of formulating its satellite com-
munications policy. Augie Hiebert, with whom you.
visited recently in Anchorage, asked me to make avail-
able to you corresnondence about the Department of
Defense's role in the emerging Alaskan communications
system. Enclosed is the information. Your . comments,
especially regarding the Office of Telecommunications
Policy's view of the situation, would be appreciated.

With best wishes,

ZED S
Unite

Enclosures

EVENS
States Senator



TELECOMMUNICATIONS

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

Honorable Ted Stevens
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevens:

2 0 SEP 1972

SEP 22 1912.

This is in response to your letter of September 11, 1972 to the
Secretary of Defense regarding DoD policy as it relates to satellitecommunications !development in Alaska.

During the August 1969 Alaska Conference on Satellite Communica-
tions, a representative of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
presented the DoD policy on the use of commercial communications
in Alaska. A copy of the information presented is enclosed. Alsoenclosed is a DoD petition to the Alaska Public Utilities Commission,
dated August 16, 1972, pertaining to the matter addressed in your
letter. The DoD would be remiss if it were to actually precommit
itself to the use of proposed commercial communications facilities
in light of the changing DoD national security missions and roles.
For example, a situation could develop whereby DoD committed
itself to the use of proposed commercial communications facilities
and such commitment was made the primary basis for constructing
the facilities. By the time the facilities become operational, the
DoD requirements could have changed drastically and to the point ofbecoming nonexistent due to changes in the DoD mission. It is for
this reason that the DoD should not and cannot precommit the use ofproposed commercial communications facilities on a world-wide •basis.

The representative in Alaska who can present DoD policy on a day-to-day working basis with State officials is Colonel John O'Dell,Director of Communications-Electronics, Alaskan Air Command.



I trust that the foregoing information is responsive to the requests

in your letter.

Sincer el ,

D. L. Solomon
Deputy Assistant for Operations & Engineering

Enclosures
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FROMI
SECDEF

1.108 :::HONORABLE I TED STEVENS
. ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

UNCL'AS INFO: CINCAL, DEF 7732 '

FROM OASD {I&L)

.„.

REFERENCE: DE RUEACSA *32929 2342156 AUG 69

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE HAS. ASKED ME TO RESPOND TO.

YOUR MESSAGE OF 23 AUGLAT 1969 REGARDING THE ANSWERING

OF A QUESTION AT THE ALASKA CONFERENCE ON SATELLITE

'COMMUNICATIONS.

AS YOU KNOW, MR WILLIAM A. ELLIS, WHO IS ASSIGNED TO.

:tHE• STAFF OF THE DIRECTOR FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY,

THIS OFFICE, WILL REPRESENT THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

AT YOUR CONFERENCE. HE IS PREPARED TO ANSWER THE

QUESTION OF THE CHAIRMAN OF ALASKA FEDERAL FIELD

COMMISSION AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

ONLY SINCE WE CANNOT SPEAK AUTHORITATIVELY FOR THE

OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

W.A. ELLIS
OASD {I&L1

SItZustiTT CLASSIFICATION

•

A

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

OASD {I&L}

1, 7732
DATE

27'

TIME

MONT K

AUG
PAGE NO.

•

YEAR

69
NO. OF

SIGNATURE

TYPED(or•tamPec0 NAME AND TITLE

7. GJ.bson
Dep-.71.:y c.::

REGRADING INSTRUCTIONS
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION, THE ANSWER TO THE QUE
STION IS:

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IS ALWAYS INTERES
TED IN AND .

- SUPPORTS IMPROVED INTRA; AND INTERNATION
AL TELECOM-

1 .
MUNICATIONS IN THE INTEEST OF REDUNDANCY, FLEXIBI

LITY,

AND SURVIVABILITY. WE AVE TRADITIONALLY SUPPORTED

INSTALLATION OF NEW AND OR EXPANDED FACILITIES. WE WOULD

EXPECT TO CONVERT MANY F OUR OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS .

TO A COMMERCIAL CARRIER PROVIDED THAT THE COMM
ERCIAL

RATES ARE FAVORABLE AND THE COMMERCIAL CARRIE
R COMMUNI-

CATIONS ARE RESPONSIVE BOTH TECHNICALLY AND 
OPERATIONALLY:.

HOWEVER, THERE ARE CERTAIN CRITICAL COMMUNIC
ATIONS RE-

QUIREMENTS WHICH, BY THEIR VERY NATURE, MUST RE
MAIN UNDER

US GOVERNMENT CONTROL AT ALL
 TIMES.:Jp_cNSURE IMMEDIATE

AVAILABILITY UNDER NATIONAL EMERGENCYCONDITIO
NS. HENCE

THE NEED FOR RETENTIO
N OF CERTAIN MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 4

FACILITIES.

SHOULD THERE 
BE ANY QUESTIONS ON THE FOREGOING STATEMENT,

MR:1 ELLIS IS. PREPARED TO ELABORA
TE THEREON AT YOUR

CONFERENCE.

FC;41 ROL NC.
TOR/TOD PAGE

NO.
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7732

PHONE
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September 11, 1972

Honorable Melvin Laird
Secretary
U.S. Department of Defense
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mel:

I need your help in setting forth DOD policy as
it relates to satellite colrauunications development in
Alaska.

The Alaska Public Utilities Commission (WDC)
held hearinGAugust 21 and 22 on RCA and Comsat applica-
tions for a satellite earth station at Adak, Alaska. The
economic feasibility of any such project depends on the
policies of the prime user which is DOD. DOD did not
cooperate durin3 the hearings. APUC was forced to subpoena
the 0.:qumancler of the 1929th Comfunications Group at Elmen-
dorf AFB for testimony about DOD's plans regarding future
U3C of our domestic satellite systcm In Alaska. The Com-
mander stated ha was not authorized to speak for DOD policy
and testified as a "private citizen." A pertinent extract
of the hearing record is enclosed.

My request to you is twofold. First, the timely
and orderly development of coimnunications systems for -
Alaska cannot occur without coopiyration from the Depart-
ment of Defense. DOD must reveal its communications systems
policies to Alaskan authorities to further the broader
public interest. The issues at staho in this matter will
dctewine the mode of intra and interstate communications
Alaskans will have to live with for a long tim: in the
future. If DOD is in the midst of a reelialuatiOn study of



Honorable McAvin Lair
September 11, 1972
Page 2

1 

Alaskan. communications policy, I urge you to appoint
necessary personnel to expedite the study and catch up
with civilian state authorities.

S*condly, for the period of time in which the
State of Alaska is developing its satellite comaunications
system it is imperative that your Department have a repre-
sentative in Alaska who can present DOD policy on a day..
to-day work basis with state officials.

Your assistance is necessary to explicate DOD
satel1t6e communications policy in Alaska and to provide
policy level personnel to work with, state officials.
would be .Iy appreciative of your attention to these
needs.

With best wishes,

Enclosure
cc: Honorable iallirirri A. Egan

mr. A. G. Nicbort
hr. John Stern

Cordially,

TED STEVENS
United States Senator
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September 1, 1972

rlIMI_JM "VISION", INC.
THE BROADCAST CENTER

P.O. BOX 2200 ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501

KTVA-TV/KBYR-AM/KNI K-FM/MUZAK

(907) 272-3456

The Honorable Ted Stevens

United States Senator

411 Senate Office Building

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Ted:

P.O. BOX 950 FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701
KTVF-TV/KFRB-AM

(907) 452-5121

On August 21 and 22, the Alaska Public Utilities Commission held a hearing in An-

chorage relating to applications for a satellite earth station at Adak, which had

been filed by both RCA Alascom and Comsat. Clippings are enclosed.

The Department of Defense was asked to participate and refused. The APUC subpoenaed

Colonel O'Dell, Commander of the 1929th Communications Group, who appeared, but

stated he could give no answers relating to DOD policy, and spoke only as a private

citizen. The focal point of the questions to Colonel O'Dell had to do with what

military needs on Adak were, and whether it would use satellite circuits if they

were provided. O'Dell couldn't answer the questions. When asked whether the DOD

policy of using civilian services rather than military services, when quality was

comparable and cost was less applied in this case, he responded vaguely. Trans-

cript of this portion of his testimony is enclosed.

As a result of the DOD refusal to cooperate, the APUC could not justify an earth

station at Adak, and turned down both RCA and Comsat. As you know, the congestion

at Bethel, and Alaska Peninsula waypoints is caused by insufficient circuits to al-

low full military and civilian use, which was the reason for the Adak earth station

proposals.

The purpose of this letter is to inquire whether your office would pose the question

to DOD about switching to civilian circuits, if satellite earth stations were in-

stalled at one or more Points in Alaska. Obviously, the only way to'make satellite

communications viable in Alaska is to acquire the military business. It spends

$15 million annually to maintain the obsolete White Alice System now, and if even

half of this would apply to costs of satellite circuitry, we'd have a system fast,

and lots of capacity in areas which now have poor, if any service from White Alice's

overloaded lines. Also, please send me a copy of the DOD policy referred to above.

I've read it, but can't lay hands on it at this writing. I'm positive it applies

to all 50 states.

My second reason for writing at this time relates to the above subject, 'and accord-

ing to information I
 have acquired, is apparently deeply involved with it. Evidently

the DOD is activel
y working on a scheme to sell White Alice, this proposal to sur-

face in late September of this year. With this going on, they will make no state-

ments of switching t
o another system, for fear of upsetting their plan to sell White
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Senator Ted Stevens

Page Two

Alice. There is recent precedence for this action. You will recall that DOD op-
posed the Bartlett Earth Station at Talkeetna on the basis that it might impede
the pending sale of ACS, and it took your efforts as well as others to make them
back off.

You already know of my past concern that DOD would try to pan off White Alice to
RCA, which would put an expensive, obsolete terrestrial communications system in
the Alaska rate base, and at the same time delay or eliminate the hope of switch-
ing to a satellite system that would provide a total Alaskan telecommunications
capability, which the military should support even if it had to close down most
of White Alice and write it off as having accomplished its mission.

I think you should inquire of DOD what their intentions are on this subject, and
see if you can't rattle the skeleton hard enough in that closet so they will quit
obstructing the orderly development of communications in Alaska. Their "dog-in-
the-manger" attitude placed the APUC in a very difficult position during the
hearings on August 21 and 22, and I don't think DOD should be allowed to get away
with it.

Because I know Dr. Clay Whitehead is also vitally interested in this subject, and
may also wish to develop a dialogue with DOD, I am taking the liberty of sending
him a copy of this letter, along with all the enclosures.

We have important issues at stake here, Ted, and I hope you and Tom can help Alaska
solve this latest problem. Thanks in advance for trying.

Cor ly yours,

A. G. Hiebert
President
Northern Television, Incorporated
Anchorage

cc: Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

October 5, 1972

To: Tom

From: Chuck

&Med: Answer to Senator Ted Stevens Letter re Alaskan
Communications

SYNOPSI 

You have been asked by Stevens for comments regarding
OTP's view of Hiebert's letter to Stevens, Stevens letter
to Defense and Solomon's reply (all attached). Following
is a review of the situation and its protagonists:

DOD (Dept. of the Air Force as Executive Agent) wants
to sell White Alice to a commercial company and let the
buyer make system improvements for commercial services to
include satellite earth stations. The present system is
adequate for Defense requirements but not for the State's
needs. Defense feels it would be up to a buyer to improve
the system with private capital for commercial require-
ments of Alaska. I believe DOD is sympathetic to Alaskan
communications needs and cooperate wherever possible, but
feels as long as military needs are being met adequately,
it cannot subsidize development of Alaska's commercial
communications needs.

RCA hopes to be able to buy White Alice and thus become
the sole franchised carrier for long lines in Alaska. They
have plans to improve the system and to phase in domestic
satellite earth stations. As far as I can determine RCA
would not insist on system improvements by Defense before
a sale is consummated.

Alaska Businessmen and APUC would like DOD to improve
system now and include satellite stations before sale to
commercial company. This is quickest way of getting what
they want with Defense footing the bill for the public good
of Alaska. Their real fear is that all of White Alice,
including what they consider obsolete portions, will be
incorporated in a carrier's rate base without a commitment
for earth stations and other modernization.



COMSAT, it appears, is pushing satellite technology
and has apparently convinced APUC and others that this will
solve all their problems, if only the military would coop-
erate by precommitting enough circuits, which will support
earth stations until adequate civilian requirements can be
generated.

Alaskan Government and Congressional delegation have to
respond to its constituents as best it can.

OTP maintains dialogue with Defense regarding plans or
progress of White Alice sale in anticipation of required
Presidential approval.

The package you have been asked to review contains many
anomalies which obviously reflect internal politics, frag-
mentation of views and apparent conflict between the military
and civilian entities on which way Alaskan communications
should be developed.

2. Comments and Recommendation

One of the main contentions in Augie's letter is that
the military refuses to cooperate by not precommitting itself
to use satellite communications (which obviously would also
be of great benefit to Alaskans). The Defense representa-
tive in Alaska, Colonel O'Dell, (you met him when we were
there) refused to appear before the APUC on a discussion
of an earth station at Adak and had to be subpoenaed. His
answers to questions were confusing and he spoke only as a
private citizen. This left doubt as to his credibility as
the Defense representative in Alaska. I believe Col O'Dell's
failure to appear before the APUC when asked was in accord-
ance with instructions from Defense much as an Ambassador
would be acting on instructions from State. Why this
happened and why his answers were not straightforward are
matters to be discussed and settled between Defense and the
State of Alaska. In fact, there is not a single issue or
point of confusion which cannot be handled by Defense. The

two entities should be allowed to work out their problems.

OTP should stay out of it at this time.
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The attached letter was written with this in mind.
Presumably, neither Stevens nor Hiebert know of the
upcoming meeting between the Governor and Defense. We
can lend moral support by informing Stevens and Hiebert
and suggesting that all problems can be faced and dis-
cussed in these meetings with people qualified to speak
for Defense and the State of Alaska.

Recommend you sign.

Atchs.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

September 20, 1972

To: Tom

From: Chuck '

SubJect DOD Philippine-Taiwan Cable Issue

The attached memo cancels the Philippine-Taiwan cable. It is
straightforward and includes lack of justification among reasons
for cancellation. I have from reliable source that JCS really
tried hard to sell Rechtin on going ahead with cable. Glad to see
Defense settle this "in-house" and with the same logic we probably
would have used.

I tried calling Chuck Horne last night but was not successful in
contacting him, will keep trying. He is Executive Vice President
to Ilusorio of Philippine Overseas Telecommunication Corporation
which operates and manages PHILCOMSAT. As you know, a
PHILCOMSAT Board of Directors supervises POTC's satellite
operations. POTC is also the largest single PHILCOMSAT stock-
holder in the private sector.

cc: Mr. Smith
Mr. Joyce (w/Conf Atch)
Amb Washburn
Mr. Doyle

1' •-• •
— • •••••,. — •—••••1,7,— • • •-•••-t.•,



TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301

3 1 AUG 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR Director, Defense Communications Agency

Assistant Chief of Staff (Communications-Electronics),

Department of the Army
Director, Command Suppozt Programs, Office of the

Chief of Naval Operations, Department of the Navy

Director, Command Control and Communications,
Headquarters United States Air Force

SUBJECT: Procurement of Submarine Communications Cable for the

Philippines-Taiwan-Okinawa Defense Communications System

Integrated Joint Communications System - Pacific

Reference: OATSD(T) memorandum, same subject, dated April 1, 1971

The reference memorandum approved the installation of a 60-channel sub-

marine cable between Juzon, Taiwan and San Miguel, Philippines.

Since the approval of the 60-channel cable project in April 1971, a sizeable

reduction of forces has taken place in Southeast Asia. Further reductions

can be anticipated in light of our national policy Which prescribes that our

allies should assume a larger role in providing for their internal security.

In light of the reductions that have already taken place and in anticipation

of further reductions, we can no longer justify, either economically or
operationally, the expenditure of $7-9 million for the procurement and
installation of the cable which may be used for only a limited period of
time to satisfy diminishing requirements. Reliable commercial communi-
cations are available to satisfy DoD requirements. The commercial
communications can be leased at considerably less cost than the cable,
and the leasing arrangements can be rapidly adjusted upward or downward
to meet any remaining DoD requirements.

CENIDEin
Classified by  ASD(T)

SUBJECT TO GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE OF
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Accordingly, it is requested that action be taken to cancel the 60-channel

cable project at the earliest practicable date.

Ei \CALt:.

E. Rechtin
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

To: Tom

From: Steve

FYI.

WASH NGTON
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Office of the Secretary of Defense

-.ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(INTELLIGENCE)

Responsibilities, Functions, and
Authorities

The Secretary of Defense approved the
following on January 18, 1972:
References:.
(a) DOD Directive 5100.30. "World-Wide

Military Command and Control System
(VWMCCS)," dated December 2, 1971.
(b) DOD Directive 5105.39, "Director of

Net Assessment," dated December 6, 1071.
(c) DOD Directive 5000.19, "Policies for the

Management and Control of DOD Informa-
tion Requirements," dated Jane 2, 1971.

I. General. Pursuant to the authority
vested in the Secretary of Defense under
the provisions of title 10, United States
Code, One of the authorized positions Of
Assistant Secretary of Defense is hereby
designated Assistant. Secretary of De-
fense (Intelligence) with responsibilities,
functions, and authorities as prescribed
herein.

II. -Responsibilities. The Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense (Intelligence) is the
principal staff advisor and assistant to
the Secretary of Defense for the manage-
men of intelligence resources, programs,
and activities, including those for intelli-
gence, warning, reconnaissance, and
Other related areas which may be desig-
nated by the Secretary of Defense. His
responsibility specifically includes equip-
urea, systems, and activities in the above
areas which are organic to military
forces or units. He is also responsible
for staff supervision of the intelligence
aspects of command and control, as pro-
vided for in Reference (a.).'

III. Functions. Under the direction,
authority, and control of the Secretary
of Defense, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Infelligence) shall perform the
following frictions in his assigned field
of responsibility.
A. Recommend objectives, priorities,

plans, and planning guidance for intelli-
gence resources.
B. Review proposed intelligence re-

source programs and recommend re-
source allocations to those programs..
C. Alonitor approved intelligence re-

source programs and supervise their
implementation.
D. In conjunction with the Assistant.

Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
formulate budget estimates for the in-
telligence portion of the DOD budget.
E. Establish requirements for intelli-

gence support of all research and de-

'Piled as part of original. Extra copies
available from the U.S. Naval Pubilcatlonq
and Forms Center, 5801 Tztlx.)r Avenue, Phila-
delphia, PA 19120, Ati,ention: Code 300.
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velopment programs of the Military De-
partments and Defense Agencies.
F. Ensure that R&D project managers •

are provided intelligence information
needed for effective direction of R&D
programs.
G. Review the RDT&E intelligence

programs of DOD; reconunend funding
levels and sources of funds for such
programs.
H. Recommend to the Secretary of

Defense RDT&E requirements and pri-
orities for systems whose primary mis-
sion is intellieence and also for those
systems for which intelligence should be
a secondary mi,=sion.

I. Recommend policies for the man-
agement of intelligence operations, in-
cluding, operational requirements and
priorities.
J. Coordinate _ intelligence activities

within DOD and coordinate, as appro-
priate, intelligence programs for the
DOD with other U.S. Government en-
tities.
K. Provide for DOD representation

for international and interdepartmental
intelligence organizations and activities.
L. Recommend appropriate steps (in-

cluding the transfer, reassignment, abo-
lition, arid consolidation of intelligence
functions) which will provide in the De-
partment cf Defense for more effective,
efficient. and ec:inonlical management of
intelligence re,-7. ,t:rees, eliminate unnec-
essary duplication, and contribute to
improved military preparedness. Moni-
tor and evaluate approved actions in
these areas. .
M. Recommend to the Secretary of

Defense requirements and priorities for
net threat assessments of United States
versus opposing foreign weapons sys-
tems, Provide for the development of
terms of reference and the preparation
of net threat, assessments insuring the
best available inte:ligence information is
used by DOD Components in the process.
Inform the Director of Net Assessment
(Reference (b) )3 of the analyses and
conclusions derived from such assess-
ments.
N. Perform ether functions as the

Secretary of Defense assigns.
IV. Relationshfps. The Assistant Sec-

retary of Defense (Intelligence) shall ad-
vise and develop recommendations for
approval of the Secretary of Defense, or,
as directed, act for the Secretary of De-
fense in the performance of the func-
tions which are assimed herein or which
may be otherwise assimed. In the per-
formance of these functions, he shall:
A. Coordinate actions. as appropriate,

with DOD Components having collateralor related functions.
B. Make fun use of established facili-

ties in the Ofece of the Secretary of De-
fense and other DOD Components rather
than 111111CCC.Farily chiplicating such
facilities.
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C. Maintain active liaison for the ex-

change of information and advice with
DOD Components as appropriate.
V. Authorities. The Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense (Intelligence) , in the
course of exercising staff functions, is
hereby specifically delegated authority
to:
A. Issue instructions .and one-time di-

rection-type memoranda, in writing, ap-
propriate for carrying out approved poli-
cies and for establishing management

. procedures for his assigned fields of re-
sponsibilities in accordance with DOD
Directive 5025.1.1 Instructions to the
Military Departments will be issued
through the Secretaries of the depart-
ments or their designees.
B. Obtain such reports, information,

and assistance from the Military Depart-
ments and other DOD Components, sub-
ject to the provisions of Reference (c) ,1
as may be necessary for the performance
of his assigned responsibilities and func-
tions.
C. Communicate directly with the

Secretaries of the Military Departments,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Commanders
of Unified and Specified Conunands, and
the Directors of Defense Agencies. Keep
the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed of all
commtmications with the Commanders
of . Unified and Specified Commands
which have strategic or military opera-
tional implications.
D. Arrange for DOD participation in

those international and interdepart-
mental intelligence programs for which.
he has been assigned primary staff cog-
nizance. .
E. Communicate directly with all gov-

ernment agencies Participating with
DOD in those interdepartmental pro-
grams for which he has been assigned
primary staff cognizance.

• MAuarcE W. ROCHE,
Director, .Correspondence. and

Directives Division OASD
• (Comptroller).

[FR Doe.72-2485 Filed 2-17-72;8:47 am)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(TELECOMMUNICATIONS)

Responsibiliiies, Functions, and
Authorities

The Secretary of Defense approved the
following on January 11, 1972:
Reference: (a) DOD Directive 5100.30,

"World-Wide Military Command and Con-
trol System (WWMCCS)," December 2, 1971.

I. General. Pasuant to the authority
vested in the Secretary of Defense un-
der the provisions of Title 10, United
States Code, one of the authorized posi-
tions of Assistant Secretary of Defense
is hereby designated As!.:i:;tant Secretary
of Defense (Telecommunications) with

FrDERAL rEGISTEP., VOl. 37, ND. 34—FRIDAY, FLIMUARY 18, 1972
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respostsibilitins, functions, and authori-
ties as prescribed herein. The purpose
of this position is to help insure reliable,
survivable. secure, coat-effective telecom-
munications for the Department of De-
fense and the National Communications
System.

II. Responsibilities. The Assistant Sec-
retory of Defense (Telecommunications)
Is the principal staff assistant to the Sec-
retary of Defense on teleconununica-
tions matters. He is the principal assist-
ant to the Secretary of Defense for the
National Communications System. He
will also have primary staff responsibility
In the Office of the Secretary of Defense
for the World-Wide Military Command
and Control System (WWMCCS), Na-
tional Military Command System
(NMCS) , and WWMCCS-related systems
as provided for in Reference (a) ,1 includ-
ing membership on the WWMCCS
Council.

III. Functions. Under the direction, au-
thority, and control of the Secretary of
Defense, the Assistant Secretary of De-
fense (Telecommunications) shall per-
form the following functions:

A. General. 1. Serve as principal staff
• assistant to the Secretary of Defense
for telecommunications matters.

2. Act as DOD coordinator in the area
of • telecommunications, including tele-
communications for command and
control.

3. Review Military Department, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and other DOD Compo-
nent validated telecommunications re-
quirements to affirm the need thereof,
including priorities for their fulfillment.
Recommend alternatives as appropriate.

4. Act as the DOD coordinator for
those special telecommunications of a
sensitive nature, e.g., those related to the
support of intelligence functions.

5. Act as the DOD coordinator for gen-
eral purpose radio navigation matters.
6. Monitor nontelecomrnunications ac-

tions with respect to their impact upon
telecommunications plans and programs.

7. Serve as the DOD central point of
contact on telecommunications matters
for organizations external to DOD.

8. Perform such other functions as the
Secretary of Defense may assign.

13. National Communications System
(NCS). 1. Serve as the principal assistant
to the Secretary of Defense in his role as
Executive Agent, NCS.

2. Coordinate as necessary with all
agencies participating in the NCS.

3. Review progress in fulfilling NCS
responsibilities and recommend to the
Executive Agent for the NCS, as appro-
priate, measures for improving the NCS
and for securing efficiency, effectiveness,
and economy.

4. Provide for the receipt and process-
ing of requests from any agency having
requirements for service from the NCS to
Include determining feasibility, develop-

. ing alternative methods of implementa-
tion, and recommending appropriate
priorities.

'Filed as part of original. Extra copies
available from the U.S. Naval Publicationa
and Forms Center, 6801 Tabor Avenue, Phila-
delphia, PA 19120, Attention: Code 300.

5. Recommend NCS related tasks to
be assigned to the Manager. NCS,
or to oti:er governmental agencies as
a ppropri ate.
C. and planning. 1. Develop, co-

ordinate, and recommend DOD telecom-
munications policy.

2. Develop implementing directives to
support apnroved telecommunications
policy and to provide processes for tele-
communications planning.

3. Join the Defense System Acquisi-
tion Review Council when telecomnumi-
cations matters are discussed.

4. Coord:nate efforts within the Office
of the Secretary of Defense to insure that
adequate mechanisms exist for:

a. The development and procure-
ment of integrated secure means of
telecommunications.

b. Achievement of compatibility be-
tween telecommunications systems and
their related cryptomaterials.

c. The necessary interchange of tech-
nical information between interested
agencies.
5. Serve as a central point for coordi-

nation and review of telecommunications
plans and programs of the NCS, Services
and DOD agencies.
D. Programing and budgeting. 1. Co-

ordinate and provide recommendations
on program/budget, policies and proce-
dures as they relate to telecommunica-
tions.

2. Coordinate and provide recom-
mendations on telecommunications pro-
grams,. budgets, financial plans, and
related financial management activity.

3. Serve as principal DOD witness be-
fore committees of the COti-freSS on tele-
communications prolramsebudgets.

4. Review NSA submissions on tele-
communications security equipment and
decisions with respect thereto for con-
sistency with other telecommunications
programs.
IV. Scope. The scope of telecommuni-

cations for which the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Telecommunications)
has responsibility is delineated - below:

• A. Categories of telcccmimunications.
1. The Defense Communications System
as defined in DOD Directive 5103.19 (32
P.R. 14781 and 23 P.R. 2721) including
transportable contingency assets for ex-
_tension or restoral of the DCS.

2. Camp. post, base, and station tele-
communications.

3. Fixed and 'or transportable non-
DCS telecommunications facilities which
are not included in telecommunications
equipment/systems considered to be
organic to military forces/units.
4. Telecommunications equipment/sys-

tems considered to be organic to military
forces/units.
5. DOD elements of the National

Communications System (to the extent
this category is not included in the DCS) .

6. Those special telecommunications
of a sensitive nature, e.g., those related
to the support of intelligence functions.

7. Telecommunications security (COM
SEC) equipment insofar as reviewing
such matters for consistency with other
telecommunications matters. -

E. Telecommunications for command
and control, including directly coupled

displays, consoles, processors, and other
terminals whose primary function is tele-
communications, and special subsystems
such as Minimum Essential Emergency
Communications Network (MEECN).

Y. Areas indicated below are specifi-
cally excluded except to the extent nec-
essary to establish interface and radio
frequency compatibility with other
systems.

a. Sensors for inteligence, warning
and surveillance; electronic warfare sys-
tems except for these affecting telecom-
munications; satellite telemetry and
command systems except those affecting
telecommunications vulnerability.

b. Telecommunications integral to.
weapons systems designed for and
usually delivered with and as a part of
the airplane, missile complex, ship,
tank, etc., whose costs are normally in-
cluded in the cost of the weapons system.
B. The responsibilities fcr manage-

ment and operational direction of tele-
communications resources will remain
with the Services and the Defense
Agencies,
V. Relationships. A. In the perform-

ance of his functions, the Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense (Telecommunications)
shall:

1. Coordinate actions, as appropriate,
with DOD Components having collateral
or related functions.

2. Make full use of established facili-
ties in the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense and other DOD Components rather
than unnecessarily duplicating such
facilities.

3. Maintain active liaison for the ex-
change of information and advice with
DOD Components as appropriate.
B. The heads of all Department of De-

fense Components and their staffs shall
cooperate fully with the Assistant Secres
tary of Defense (Telecommunications)
and his staff in a continuous effort to
achieve efficient administration of the
DOD and to carry out effectively the di-
rection, authority, and centrol of the
Secretary of Defense.

VI. Authorities. The Assistant Secre-
e tary of Defense (Telecommunications)
in the course of exercising staff func-
tions, is hereby specifically delegated au-
thority to:
A. Issue instructions and one-time di-

rective-type memoranda, in writing, ap-
propriate to carrying out policies ap-
proved by the Secretary of Defense for
his assigned fields of responsibilities in
accordance with DOD Directive 5025.1.1
Instructions to the Military Departments
will be issued through the Secretaries of
the Departments or their designees.
B. Obtain such reports, information,

and assistance from the Military Depart-
ments and other DOD Componeuts as
may be necessary to the performance of
his assigned functions.
C. Communicate directly with the

Secretaries of the Military Departments,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Directors of
the Defense Agencies and the Director,
National Security Agency.
D. Establish arrangements for DOD

participation in those nondefense gov-
ernmental programs for which he has
been assigned primary staff cognizance.
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E. Communicate directly with all gov-
ernmental agencies participating with
DOD in those nondefense governmental
programs for which he has been as-
signed primary staff cognizance.
F. Establish procedural arrangements

for the discharge of overall responsibili-
ties of the Executive Agent for the NCS.
G. Request such reports, information,

and assistance from governmental agen-
cies participating in the NCS as may be
necessary.
H. Communicate directly with all gov-

ernmental agencies participating in the
NCS and, after appropriate clearance,
with representatives of other nations on
NCS matters.

VII. Effective date. This Directive is
effective upon publication. In the event
of conflict between this Directive and
previous directives and instructions, the
provisions of this Directive will govern.
All DOD Components will review their
existing directives, instructions, and reg-
ulations for conformance with this Di-
rective; advise the Secretary of Defense
of the results of this review within 30
days and implement any necessary
changes within 90 days of publication of
this Directive.

Msuarca W. ROCHE, "
Director, Correspondence and

Directives Division OASD
(Cecnptroller).

FR Doc.72-2484 Piled 2-17-72;8:47 am)

- - DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY

Organization,. P.esponsibilities, and
Functions

The Secretary of Defense approved the
following on January I, 1972:

I. General. Pursuant to the authority
vested in the Secretary of Defense,- the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) is
hereby established as an Agency of the
Department of Defense under the direc-
tion, authority, and control of the Secre-
tary of Defense and subject to DOD poli-
cies, directives and instructions.

II. Mission and scope. The mission of
DMA is to provide support to the Secre-
tary of Defense, the Military Depart-
ments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
other DOD Components, as appropriate,
on matters concerning mapping, chart-
ing and geodesy (MC&G).
nr. Oryanization. A. The DMA shall

consist of:
1. A Director, a Deputy Director, a

headquarteis establishtnent, and such
subordinate elements and facilities as
are specifically assigned to the Agency
by the Secretary of Defense. .

2. Subordinate organizations as are
established by the Director, DMA for the
accomplishment of DMA's mission..

13.- The chain of command shall run
from the Secretary of Defense, through
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the Director,
DMA.
IV. Responsibilities and functions. A.

The Director, DMA shall:

1, Organize, direct, and manage the
the DMA. and its field organizations.

NOTICES 36.19

2: Serve as Program Manager and co-
ordinator of all DOD MC&G resources
and activities. This includes review of
the execution of all DOD plans, pro-
grams, and policies for MC&G activities
not assiened to DMA.

3. Provide staff advice and assistance
on MC&G matters to the Secretary of
Defense. the Military Departments, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, other DOD Com-
ponents, and other Government agencies
as appropriate.

4. Develop a Consolidated Mapping,
Charting, and Geodesy Program for re-
view by the JCS and approval by the
Secretary of Defense.

5. In support .of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, review and 'validate MC&G re-
quirements and priorities; develop a con-
solidated statement of MC&G require-
ments and priorities.

6. Insure responsive support to the
MC&G requirements of the Military De-
partments and the Unified and Specified
Commands.

7. Establish policies and provide tioD
participation in national and interna-
tional MC&G activities in coordination
with the ASD (International Security
Affairs) ; execute DOD responsibilities
under interagency and international
MC&G agreements.

8. Establish DOD MC&G data collec-
tion requirements; collect or task other
DOD Components to collect and provide
necessary data.

9. Eslablish DOD MC&G //DT&E re-
quirements in coordination with the Di-
rector, Defense Research and Engineer-
ing; task other DOD Components or
private contractors to accomplish such
requirements.

10. Carry out the statutory responsi-
bilities assigned under U.S.C. Title 10,
chapter 639, sections 7391, 7392, 7393,
7394 for providing nautical charts and
marine navigation data for the use of all
vessels of the United States and of navi-
gators generally.
B. The Secretaries of the Military De-

partments and the Commanders of Uni-
fied and Specified Commands shall:

I. Develop and subn-dt to DMA their
MC&G requirements and priorities.

2. Provide support, within their re-
spective fields of responsibilities, to the
Director, DMA. as required to carry out
the assigned mission of the Agency.

3. Assess the responsiveness of the
DMA to their operational needs.
C. The Joint Chiefs of Staff shall:
1. Advise the Secretary of Defense on

MC&G requirements and priorities.
2. Provide guidance to the DMA and

the Unified and Specified Commands
which will serve as the basis for inter-
relationships between these organiza-
tions.

3. Obtain the advice and recommen-
dations from the Director, DMA on mat-
ters within his areas of responsibility.
D. The Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Comptroller) thail provide primary
staff supervision and financial manage-
ment of the DOD MC&G program on
behalf of the Secretary of Defense.
V. Aefizority. The Director. DMA is

specifically delegated authority to:

A. Command the Defense Mapping
Agency.
B. Task DOD Components directly to

accomplish MC&G RIDT&E and data col-
lection requirements as established by
DMA.
C. Have access to direct communica-

tions with DOD Components and, after
appropriate coordination, with other
organizations. •
D. Exercise the administrative au-

thorities set forth below. To the extent
that any law or executive order specifi-
cally limits the exercise of such au-
thority to persons at the Secretarial
level, such authority shall be exercised by
the ASD (Comptroller).
VI. Relationships. A. In the perform-

ance of his functions, the Director, DMA
shall:

1. Maintain appropriate liaison with
other Components of the DOD and other
agencies for the exchange of informa-
tion in his field of assigned responsi-
bilities.

2. Make use of existing DOD facilities
and services wherever practicable to
achieve maximum efficiency and econ-
omy.

3. Ensure that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Military Departments, and ap-
propriate OSD staff elements are kept
fully informed concerning DMA activi-
ties of substantive, concern to them.
B. The Military Departments and

other DOD Components shall:
1. Provide assistance within their re-

spective fields of responsibility to the
Director, DMA.

2. Coordinate with DMA all Programs
and activities which include or are re-
lated to MC&G.

VII. Administration. A. The Director,
DMA will be a lieutenant general or vice
admiral appointed by the Secretary of
Defense, upon recommendation of . the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
B. The Deputy Director will be. ap-

pointed by the Secretary of Defense. If
military, the Deputy Director will be rec-
ommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and will normally be selected from a
Service different from that of the Direc-
tor. If civilian, the Deputy Director will
he recommended by the ASD (Comp-
troller).
C. DMA will be authorized such per-

sonnel, facilities, funds, and other ad-
ministrative support as the Secretary of
Defense deems necessary.
D. The Military Departments will as-

sign military personnel to DMA in ac-
cordance with approved Joint Manpower
Program authorizations. Procedures for
such assignments will be as agreed upon
between the Director, DMA, and the in-
dividual Military Departments.

MAURICE W. ROCHE,
-Director, Correspondence and

Directives DiViSi071 OA SD
(Comptroller).
DELEGATIONS Or AUTHORITY

. Pursuant to the authority vested in the
Secretary of Defense, the Director. DMA, or
In the absence of the Director, the person
Feting for him is hereby dciczated, subject to
the direction, authority, un& control, of the
Secretary of Defense, and in accordance with
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON r` r. 20504

OFFICE OF T}:C DIRECTOR

July 21, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PENN JAMES

I have three nominees to propose fo'r the position vacated by the
death of Mr. de Rosa. We have made the selection based on the
assumption that the position will be elevated to an Assistant
Secretary and the qualifications of the nominees are suitable for
that level.

The nominees are:

Mr. D. C. Arnold, President and Chief Executive Officer
of McDonald-Douglas Electronics Company

r Mark Sheppard, Prcc.dcnt of Texas Li.,L

Mr. Homer L. Marrs, Vice President and General Manager,
Communications Division, Motorola, Inc.

None '_ave been screened for political affiliation, nor have they
been c6ntacted concerning their interest in the position.

Since OTP must work very closely with the Assistant Secretary for
Telecommunications, we would like to work with you and the
Department of Defense in the final selection.

George F. Mansur
Deputy



Wednesday 7114/71

9:20 Dr. Mansur indicated you wanted me to call the
White Rouse to let them know we would be suggesting
names for Lou deRosa's job at the Pentagon.

I called Mr. Flanigan's office, Malik's and Kingley's.
They also suggested advising Al Kaupinen, which I have
done.

Patty Pr esock 2231
Kaupinen 2244



r :721

Honorable Melvin 11. Laird
Executive Agent
National Communications System
Washington, D. C. 20301

Natural Disasters
NCS
EP
OD

Read File

Attn: Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Telecommunicaii,vnq

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Di.rf....ctor of the Office of Emexi,..--acy Preparedness (OEP) has
approved for implementation the plan entitled "National Communi-
cations System Plan for Communications Support in Natural
Disasters."

It is requested that you arrange for the implementation of the plan.
aLAd, cis ci first step, designate the ,--Tropriate agency to provide
communiestions slunnArt r\r' Pr+1

J 11,1,0

Director. OEP, should be advised of the designation to enable him
to forward a Mission Assignment letter establishing proper authorities
for reimbursement of funds expended in the conduct of the NCS plan.

A training program will be developed by OEP to instruct communications
support personnel in disaster assistance activities. The NCS should
assist OEP in the development of this training program.

Mr. James F. Nicholson, Disaster Assistance Division, Disaster
Programs Office (telephone 395-5894) will be the point of contact
within OEP for actions related to the implementation of the NCS
plan. It is requested that this Office be kept advised as each major
milestone is reached.

The staffs of the Manager, NCS. and the NCS operating agencies are
to be commended for developing a plan which will result in providing
much needed communications support during natural disaster operations.

cc: Honorable George A. Lincoln
Director, OEP

CTBabcock/bss/7-6-71

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

),/Mr. Whitehead (2) Dr. Mansur
Subject File Mr. Joyce
Reading File



EXECUTIVE -OFFICE 07' THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

WASH!GTCI'. 20504

OFFICE "2'7' DIRECTOR

2 8

Poner:Ible Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear 1),-. Whitehead:

The Office of Emergency Preparedness accepts and approves the
NCS plan entitled "National Communications System Plan for
Communications Support in Natural Disasters" dated March 1971
transmitted to this office by your letter dated April 23, 1971.

The plan is well conceived and comprehensive, and should provide
for adequate communications support for natural disaster assistance
operations.

Cp iu he ii die impieme.nt.ation of this plan, please
advise the Executive Agent, NCS, to designate the appropriate
agency or agencies as the supporting NCS operating agency. The
agency so designated should be requested to appoint the field office
that will be assigned the support roie in each of our eight regionc.
The office so designated will then meet with the appropriate OEP
Regional Director to coordinate the selecLion of specific individual(s)
who will become the Communications Coordinator. NCS is requested
to provide assistance to OEP throughout this initial step.

Once an agency has been designated by NCS, the appropriate Mission
Assignment Letter will be forwarded from this Office to that agency,
establishing the proper authorities for reimbursement of funds
expended in the conduct of the plan.

Within OEP, implementing instructions are being prepared to be sent
to all Regional Office staffs. The NCS plan will be modified slightly
in order to make it a part of our normal disaster assistance operating
procedures. Any changes to the NCS plan will be coordinated within
your Office.



2.

Fin..11y, a training pro8ram waif, e developed to instruct the
Communications Coordinator on CEP disaster assistance activities
as well as those disaster-related programs of other Federal agencies
that he will be required to support in the field. We will require
ussisL.ance from NCS in the eieveiopment of this program.

I commend the many staff personnel of NCS, OTP and OFF who
1-Lave cn instrumental in the deviupment of this most vital support
program.

Sincerely,

SIGNED

G. A. Lincoln
Dircctsr



JUN zs 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Secretary
Department of Defense

SUBJECT: DOD Report of Investigation of Emergency Action
Notification System and the False Alarm,
February 20, 1971

Your detailed report on the subject has been transferred to the
Office of Telecommunications Policy for review. A special
study and evaluation group from government and the communi-
cations industry has been established to analyze EBS methods
and procedures. This group, in which you have representation,
will consider the recommendations contained in your report.
We will continue to advise you of our progress in this regard.

Az

...

Clay T. Wliitehiad----

cc: Military Assistant to the President
Mr. Whitehead
Capt. Babcock
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Joyce

CTBABCOCK:jm 6/28/71



EXECUTIVE OFFIrF OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECO,',',MW;ICATIONS POLICY

22504

June 22. J971 -

Major r7enera1 Anthony T.
Director for Communications-
Electronics (J6)

Organization of the Joint Chiefs
of btaff

Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Geneal—Sht5gren. e00e/

I have just read your letter to Mr. Dean of June 10, 1971,
concez-iling support and consunative assistance for the
development of an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
analysis capability by our sup-ort  organization in the
Department of Commerce, Office of Telecommunications.

Since Mr. Dean is in Geneva attending the World Administra-
tive Radio Conference on Space Telecommunications (WARC-ST),
I woull like to express ap;roo1.:.tion without delay for your
positivo rooponso to cur rc,-1-uost 3f May 27, .1271.
ments are being made now for Commerce representatives to
meet with personnel of the ECAC to get on with our program.
Also I have asked that the data you have requested with
regard to FY 1972 and FY 1973 planning be assembled with the
view cf forwarding it to you shortly.

Thank you for making all these fine arrangements possible.

Sincerely,

27;11;1'

Clay T. Whitehead



THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
wocoop4r.:,,,K, n r 20301

Communications-Electronics
Directorate (J-6)

- Mr. W. Pn, Jr.
Director, Frequency Management
Office of Telecommunications Po7
Executi7e Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Dean:

J6M 425-71

0 JUN 1971

This is in response to your letter, dated 27 May 1971,
which requested certain support be provided your office by
the Department of Defense (DOD).

I am pleased to hear of the emerging electromagnetic
compatilTh_ty (EMC) analysis caurlility of the Departmenr nf
commerce (DOC), and loot( forward to -NIP HPuoInnmPlit nr n
government-wide addressal of the increasing problems wrought
by a crowded radio frequency spectrum. We are pleased to
assist in every way possible in the establishment of this
capability.

In reference to the specific support requested,
authorization is granted for consultation between personnel
of the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC),
as designated by the Director, ECAC, and appropriate DOC and
DOC contractor personnel, provided such consultation does not
interfere with the manpower commitments of the ECAC to
currently scheduled and funded projects. Available documenta-
tion on ECAC mathematical models, data bases, and procedures
may be released by the Director, ECAC, as they are requested,
subject to the restrictions imposed by applicable security
regulations. The documents requested in subparagraph c of your
letter, except for item c.iv., are being forwarded to the DOC
(Office of Telecommunications) under separate cover. Item c.iv.



the Cr,r-miTnications-Electrenico 17,a-uipment Directory, is on
eight-vokume compilation of datP 4=xtracted from the E=
Nominal Characteristic File and contains classified informa-
tion which the military departments may not desire to release
to a contractor without prior referral to them. Accordingly,
provision of that document is withheld while clearance for
releas of the data is coordinated. I am certain that the
document, or a satisfactory extract, can be released without
undue delay.

With regard to the overall subject of continuing support
by the DOD to the development of a government EMC analysis
capability, I anticipate that mo extensive support than the
provision of documentation will be requested. In this likely
event, ECAC resources may be overtaxed unless such support is
identified early and adequately planned and programmed. at
this time, ECAC resources are fully committed to the DOD-approved,
customer-funded, FY 1972 program. This program will require a
substantial increase in manning to the extent that present
physical facilities will approach saturation. Additionally,
the computer processing capability of the Center will be fully
utilized in accomplishing the FY 1972 program tasks. It is
essential, therefore, that any sui)stantive support that
impact on ths: FY 1'272J1tLof Lhe Center be identiripo
the earliest, so that an assessment may be made of resource and
funding requirements. Also, to the extent that they can be
foreseen, FY 1973 requirements should be made known to permit
their consideration as that program is assembled.

Another subject which should be addressed early is that
of release of any classified ECAC documents or data base
files/extracts which one or more of the military departments
might consider proprietary. Because most data base outputs
would contain information supplied by all of the military
departments, formal coordination would, in most cases, be
required to determine releasability. Also, in the event of
a request for a complete file or files, should release of such
be obtained, the feasibility of subsequent and frequent updates
must be considered.

In view of the foregoing, it is requested that a statement
of anticipated DOD/ECAC support desired for the next two
fiscal years be provided to permit timely assessment of the
level of effort and coordination required to provide such
support in furtherance of the development of the government

2



EMC anas capability. I that this mutually

desirable achievement can best 109 attained in a timely,

efficieni_ manner by the orderly elanning and programming of

the experience, knowledge, and capabilities of the DOD which

may be lent to the task.

Copy to:
DDR&E
ATSD(T)

3

A. T. SHTOCREN
Major Cerv.-.ra!, LI3AF
Director fcr
COl'ariUNIC:%110:.:3-ELECTR0NICS.



June 11, 1971

Assignment of Military Personnel

Memorandum for Record

"As was agreed in the meeting with General Hughes on
June 7, I met with Captain Burt Shepherd, the Seniw:
Aide te the Chief of Naval Operations, this date. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the assignment of
Navy officers to the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

I briefed Captain Shepherd on the OTP and pointed out that
Mr. Whitehead had made a lengthy study of the problem of
duties assigned to military personnel detailed to the Office.
I also made a point of the fact that newly assigned functions
had changed the requirement for officers in the grade of 0-6
only. ,4e understands thoroughcy the type of person thr'-
c.111-‘111d beN r).4.4740,n, anA arl,==.4

sympathy with the request.

Captain Shepherd indicated he would brief Admiral Zumwalt on
the problem and further indicatod he would get in touch ::ith
Carl Wallace to discuss the action required by the Navy.

• Courtland T. Babcock
Captain, USN
Military Assistant
to the Director

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur

Capt Babcock/pm/June 11, 1971
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHlt :OTC 7 '. 77..C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

June 10, 1971

Mr. David Solomon
(Acting) Assistant to the Secretary of Defense

(Tc.lecommunications)
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. j91orni5ri

As you know OTP recently provided to the FCC a statement of policy
concerning construction of new commercial facilities for international
communications. The policy is rather broad in scope in that it es-
tablished guidelines applicable to any communications media currently
in use or which may be developed in the future. It is perhaps un-
fortunate that attention has been focused on the effect of the policy on
AT8-m'q proposal to construct a r".- SF cable (TAT-6) across tl-Ic
-A-tlantic since it tends 1:3 thc: basic pcili;_y th-zuot vv--c
believe is sound.

The Department of Defense letters to the Commission are at variance
with the policy in that they support deployment of the proposed SF
cable, and this proposal does not ilieet the economic and public_
interest criteria expressed in the policy. Certainly agency views may
differ on many issues, but we both recognize the need for a unified
Administration policy — in which it may not be possible to accommo-
date all possible opinions.

OTP looks forward to an improved dialogue in the future and I will
be happy to discuss with you ways in which this may be accomplished
if you think it useful.

As Mr. deRosars letter of 17 May requested, we are forwarding his
comments to the Chief, Common Carrier Bureau.

Sincerely,

G. F. Mansur
Deputy



•
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Dear Torn.:

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. rl r. 20301

0 _6

June 8, 1971

This is in response to your leaers of.May 21 and June 1
concerning military staffing in your office.

We will forward the job descriptions to the Services and
approve assignments of up to two members from each Military De-
partment with the relief for Captain Babcock as senior officer coming
from Air Force.

In the case of Lieutenant Colonel Lasher, I have asked Army
for comment before making a final rPrly. The Army assigned LTC
T f'n your office with t1-.. ,,nA.,01,nAing that h culd be available
.tor further transfer in October 1971, and I wish to resolve this mis-
understanding prior to taking further action in his case.

Sincerely,

ad,7V
Carl S. Wallace

The Special Assistant

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE C7 THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTO" M.. 20504

June 7, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Military Personnel

A meeting was held this date to discuss the utilization of military
personnel in the Office of Telecommunications Policy, and the
retention of Lieutenant Colonel Lasher in this Office. Present at
the meeting were Mr. Whitehead and Captain Babcock from OTP
and Brigadier General Hughes and Colonel Redman from the White
House staff.

Mr. Whitehead pointed out that Lasher had been assigned to this
Office less than a year and had received orders detaching him
in lai.e summer. felt, that Lasher should -oe retained in his
present assignment for a normal tour of duty, and had written a
letter to that effect to Carl Wallace, The Special Assistant to the
Secretary of Defense. Both General Hughes and Colonel Redman
agreed with Mr. Whitehead. It was decided that Colonel Redman
would contact the appropriate person in the Army and advise him
of the position taken by General Hughes and Mr. Whitehead.
General Hughes indicated he should be kept advised and if problems
developed he would become personally involved.

Mr. Whitehead then discussed how he might better utilize military
personnel within the Office. He pointed out that it would be desirable
to have one 0-6 who could represent him in dealing with the DoD,
industry, and members of the White House staff such as Colonel
Redman. He further indicated the desirability of having several
less senior officers who could perform professional duties in the
Office and at the same time further their careers by acting in this
high level arena. He pointed out that after discussing the proposal
with Mr. Wallace he had written him a letter stating his case.



_

General Hughes agreed in the proposal and indicated he would add
his support by calling Mr. Wallace. He further stated he would
point out to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force the importance of
nominating the right kind of officers. He suggested that Colonel
Redman do the same with the Army and Captain Babcock with the
Navy.

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Brigadier General Hughes
Colonel Redman

C. T. Babcock
Captain, USN



Tqcontlay /7/71

Mrs. Whitelicactiv reqcotsk (ilz.:Latgh
hz.vvecici Gene Iittcheal efface and left a meariage
far Ids tietrctary bo surc oho under:Amin that
W.(1 are, going to coc.rdinate our military detalt. paperwork
;.;.aolig.11 Celle tvgliev z,..1.14, of crc th.t fnciu brAii
rocrackaa ror priaytonnoi s_nt.1 efficAeney rarect.rtg, cte, ttlat
come. to ume

Timmic
Judy

Lozjr
11, rcrattrt
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June 4, 1971

To: George

From: Tom

1 agree that we should
let things go and not
send this letter out.



DRAFTVGFMansurItw

June 3, 1971 (
Dc .

To: Honorable U. Alexis Johnson
David Packard (DoD)

As you know OTP recently provided to the FCC the Administration's

policy concerning deployment of new commercial facilities for inter-

national communications. The policy is rather broad in scope in that

it established guidelines applicable to any communications media

currently in use or which may be developed in the future. It is perhaps

unfortunate that attention has been focused on the effect of the policy on

AT&T's proposal to construct a new SF cable (TAT-6) across the

Atlantic since it tends to obscure the basic policy thrust which we believe

is sound.

The Department of State (Defense) letter(s) to the Commission (is)care)

at variance with the policy in that it supports deployment of the proposed

SF cable, and this proposal does not meet the economic and public

interest criteria expressed in the policy.

--- The result is that there are now at least two differing views from the

Executive branch before the, Commission. I'm sure you agree that it

is essential to have a single policy which represents the Administration's

views and it was this factor which led us to initiate the international
C -

facilities study.
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It may be helpful to review the activities preceding our policy formu-

lation so that we can avoid similar situations in the future. Approximately

three months ago I asked my staff to develop factual data concerning

Atlantic basin traffic projections for both government and private sectors,
Air

special requirements for critical national security circuits, and relative

costs between satellite and cable facilities. This resulted in a staff

fi
report which provided essential basic data, -This_reporti-was circulated

in draft form to all interested carriers and Federal agencies for

comment,a+rel was subsequently amended to incorporate factual data and

substantive remarks received from government and industry. In my

!"44' 2r of C May, I -...mciur, rte., el tit: tan. De p re. ni•-,4. es 4. C4-, (T1

other agencies to meet with the Deputy Director of OTP to review the

staff study and to formulate conclusions and policy recommendations.

The Department of State (Defense) did not provide a representative

(although written comments were provided after the policy statement

was completed).

Consequently we now find the Executive Branch, and possibly the

President, in the awkward position of expressing two conflicting views

to the Federal Communications Commission. Certainly agency views
•

LL

may differ on many issues, but we both recognize the need for a single-

Administration policy — in which it may not be possible to accommodate

all conflicting opinions.



•
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I believe that this letter may be helpful to you as background in

cm, frcve,-5/0
assessing what has become a somewhat emotional subject. My

office and staff look forward to an improved dialogue in the future

and I will be happy to discuss with you ways in which this may be
eft

accomplished if you think it useful.

Sincerely,

Tom



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Carl-

May,.2 5, 1971

The attached policy paper which was forwarded tothe FCC is virtually identical to the draft which we dis-cussed last Friday. You ir1l note that it does not
oppose cables in a broad sense and, in fact, encouragesdevelopment of both cable and satellite technologies.
We believe this is in consonance with the spirit of
Secretary Laird's recommendation to the Commission.

There is also evidence which cannot yet be made
public that substantial and immediate rate reductions
will be made by COMSAT in trans-Atlantic rates, if
a new trans-Atlantic cable is not constructed at this
time, so that existing facilities can be filled at a
faster rate and thereby increase the utilization
efficiency.

We are sure we have the same objectives in
mind -- those objectives being the best service and
reliability at lowest cost, both to DoD and to the
general public, and believe that our views can converge1—with respect to the broad public policy issues.

Sincerely,

G. f: Mansur



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

MEMORANDUM FOR:

May 25, 1971

Honorable Melvin R,_ Laird
Secretary of Defense

MRFCTOR

As discussed in Mr. Whitehead's memorandum of 5 May, the Office

of Telecommunications Policy has conducted a review of the policy
issues connected with planning, construction, and operation of
commercial international communications facilities. This review is

now complete and the resulting conclusions and recommendations
have been provided to the Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission. A copy of the correspondence is attached.

ThR fundamental prPrniso nf thP Acirni ration' nnli rm. c that thtt

public interest is best served, by permitting both cable and satellite
technologies to evolve competitively in response to operational needs
and economic considerations. We believe that adoption of this policy
framework will provide industry, both domestic and foreign, with the
guidance it needs to more effectively plan for new facilities.

We wish to express our thanks to the Department of Defense for their

constructive advice and assistance during the course of the policy
review.

Atch.

G. F. Mansur
Acting



MEMORANDUM FOR

I 1971

General James D. Hughes
The White House

I spoke with Carl Wallace last week about the military personnel
detailed to my Office. In reviewing the precedents and the cur-
rent situation, I have concluded that continuation of the arrange-.
ment would be mutually beneficial, but that the situation would be
improved by making a somewhat different utilization of these
personnel. This is set forth in the attached letter to Carl.

Carl indicated he saw no problems so long as we were not talking
about an increase in the number of details. He did ask, however,
that in the future the coordination of selection and assignment be
done through his office rather than through the Assistant to the
Secretary (Telecommunications). This is certainly acceptable to
me. He also requested that I forward the attached letter through
you, not for your approval but to help assure that you were fully
Informed of our military details within the Executive Office. I am
happy to do so, and would appreciate your forwarding the attached
letter. I will make it a point to keep you informed on other matters
pertaining to military details as they arise.

As you know, my responsibilities involve me rather heavily in
national security communications, and the Director, Defense
Communications Agency, is also the Manager of the National
Communications System, for which I have policy responsibility.
As a result, there is considerable need for me and the military
details assigned to my Office to have contact with the Defense
Department and with WHCA. If you think it would be useful, I would
like to bring Captain Court Babcock, who is my senior military
officer, over to talk with you some time about how we could make
the moat effective use of my military assistant in coordinating with
you and DOD.

cc: Mr. Whitehead (3)V
Dr. Mansur
Capt. Babcock (2)

Attachment Subject.... Clay T. Whitehead 5/21/71
plo im GFMansur ,ed

All

Reading— CTBabcni-fr tha.
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Mr. Carl S. Wallace
The Special Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense
Room 3E941
The Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Carl:

As we discussed earlier, I have conducted a review of the role of
military personnel assigned to this new Office. As a result, I am
now able to advise you how military personnel can most effectively
be utilized in carrying out the functions assigned to me by the President.

Reorganization Plan Number I of 1970 established this Office in the
Executive Office of the President. By the Reorganization Plan and
Executive Order 11556 functions previously assigned to the Director of
Telecommunications Management, including those assigned by
Presidential Memorandum of August 21, 1963, establis,hing the National
Communications System, were reassigned to this Office. In addition,
however, new functions and responsibilities were added which broadened
the mission significantly from that of the old Office of Telecommunications
Management (CTM).

Historically, the CTM, and more recently this Office, has been assigned
approximately five members of the military. Each of the services has
shared the detailing on approximately an equal basis. These officers
have all been in the grades of 0-5 and 0-6, and during the period of
reorganization I found their experience and advice invaluable. However,
I now feel that to properly utilize military personnel and to make their
assignment to this Office more beneficial in a military career pattern,
it would be desirable to have personnel of varied experience levels. I
believe, therefore, it would be preferable to have one officer in the
grade of 0-6 and five less senior officers assigned to this Office.

A review of currently assigned personnel follows: the senior officer
presently on board is Captain C. T. Babcock, USN. He has approximately
two years of commissioned service remaining before retirement, and



will have completed two years in this Office in August 1971. 1 understand
it would be to his advantage to be made available for reassignment this
summer. The next senior officer is Colonel W. T. Olsson, USAF, who
will retire on July 1, 1971. Two Army officers, Lieutenant Colonel
P. H. Enslow, Jr., and Lieutenant Colonel S. A. Lasher, have been
recently assigned and are not due for rotation.

With the above assignments in mind, I would like to propose for your
consideration the following: assignment of one officer in the grade of
0..6 who meets the qualifications stated in Attachment 1; retention of
Lieutenant Colonels Enslow and Lasher until their normal tours have
been completed; assignment of three more junior officers who meet
the qualifications stated in Attachment 2.

If the assignment of personnel can be accomplished as outlined above,
I feel that the mission of this Office will be accomplished more
effectively, and the careers of the officers in question greatly enhanced.

Sincerely,

Attachments (2)

lay T. Whitehead

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)/ Dr. Mansur
Subject File
Reading File

9-0 •-•

CTBabcock/bss 4/28/71; GFMansur/ed 5/21/71



ATTACHMENT 1

Military Assistant to the Director

The incumbent in this position should be in the grade of 0-6, and may

be from any of the armed services. His military career should

reflect considerable experience in command and management positions

and it is preferred that he has had command experience in the grade

of 0-6. He should have some familiarity with communications. His

educational background should be equivalent to that required by other
employees of this Office, i. e., B. A. as a minimum.

The incumbent will report directly to the Director. He will act as

the Director's personal representative in effecting liaison with the
Executive Agent, National Communications System, the Department
of Defense, the Military Assistant to the President, members of
(;c)nore_ss. other Federal rienartmPritS and acrenr:leg ag arvn-rnn-ri att.

and the communications industry.

The incumbent's experience in the management of resources will be
utilized in the definition of programs and preparation and review ofa
budgets, including the preparation of recommendations to the Office

of Management and Budget.

In addition the incumbent will provide advice and assistance to the

program managers in policy decisions concerning the Department

of Defense and the National Communications System.

Irmo\



ATTACHMENT 2 

Staff Assistant (Military)

The incumbent in this position should be in the grade of 0-3, 0-4,

or 0-5 and may be from any of the armed services.

The incumbent will report to Senior Program Managers (GS-16 or
above). He will coordinate actions with senior staff members of the
Executive Agent, National Communications System, the Department
of Defense, other Federal departments and agencies, staffs of
Congressional committees, and representatives of industry.

The incumbent should have as a minimum a Master's degree or
equivalent experience in one or more of the following fields of study:
mathematics, economics, operations research/systems analysis,
IJLLLeSs aLxiii ic.iwx, Lig iliering or science. He uiui. be capable
of independent research, proposing and analyzing options to complex
multi-disciplinary problems. He need not be technically qualified
in communications but some experience in the communications field

is desired.

An assignment to this Office could be considered as qualifying in a
utilization tour for advanced civil schooling.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20301

17 MAY 1971

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

• Our letter of May 7, 1971 states that our views on your detailed study
and conclusions regarding policy issues concerned with future inter-
national communications facilities, including TAT-6, would be for-
warded to you in the near future.

Your study and conclusions have been reviewed. It is disturbine,
note 1'74' the Department of DefAnsc-: :*DoD) comments ttz-..- Lc

z.'.. 3r.s iii.i.eponse to your March 5, 19'il draft study have
been 1 rgely ignored in the latest study and conclusions. Notwithstand-
ing this, we are enclosing the DoD comments on the conclusions since
we believe that you will find them most relevant in the development of
your. views on these important issues.

Your study and conclusions, which are satellite oriented, strongly
endorse additional satellite facilities and, in effect, deny further in-
stallation of submarine cables, particularly in the Atlantic basin,
through 1977. This policy could result in eliminating a U.S. capability
to construct and install such cables prior to and beyond the 1977 time
frame. The DoD is neither willing, nor can it afford, to place an in-
creasing and predominant reliance on satellites. There must continue
to be a judicious mix of both government-owned and commercial media
to satisfy national security requirements. The lack of future U.S.
cable construction and installation capabilities would have a serious
impact on the ability of DoD to maintain the required degree of respon-
sive, alternate, redundant and diverpe routings for U.S. national
security requirements.

The Department of Defense views on the future licensing of international
communications facilities and the early installation of TAT-6 have.been



made known to the FCC and to you. There has been no change I1.L .hese

views. Therefore, it is requested that our enclosed views and cc,ri-Aments

on the OTP conclusions be provided to the FCC at such time as your

views are forwarded to the Commission.

Enclosure

Sii ccrel

Louis A. àçRosa
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense

(T dec ommunications )

„



. DaD Comments on OTP Conclusions dated May 7, 1971. The comments
respon.1 to the corresponding OTP numbered paragraphs.

1. The DoD cannot agree that the demand for both TV and data svices

is sufficiently small in relation to existing cable and satellite capacity.

On the contrary the use of data communications is expanding rapidly.

There are also increasing demands for TV transmissions. There is no

evidence that this trend will be reversed. Therefore, the DoD cannot

categorically conclude that no additional transatlantic communications

facilities will be required prior to 1977 to meet these and other ever-

increasing demands for communications.

2. The DoD is unaware of any action which will provide for automatic

circuit restoration in the near future. Your statement "...it will con-

tinue to be appropriate to use only a single communications mode..., "

would deny TV transmissions if only cable is available and would deny

data transmissions in many cases, if only satellites are available.

Furthermore, a judicious mix of satellites and cables provides im-

proved diverse routings. This would include tail segment routings due to

satellite earth station/cable head termination locations.

3. The less than 6 percent spare capacity which is projected for trans-

ailantic .:abie and saiellii.e faciiii.ie. _hrough 1977 is, hi. the upiALicr of the

Doi), extremely Lim:Lied Luuhi easily prove giu6sly
event of the loss of a cable and/or satellite either temporarily or on a

permanent basis. Furthermore, the DoD is convinced that industry

projections for TAT-6, as in the past, are underestimated and that

actual demands for communications will increase as TAT-6 becomes

available:- There are too many examples of poor planning on the part

of the communications industry which have resulted in inadequate avail-

ability of responsive communications in a timely manner.

4. The authorization and construction of new facilities to meet unex-

pected increases in demand would not only be costly but is questioned

when considering that such authorization and construction always in-

volves one or more foreign countries in addition to the United States.

There is absolutely no guarantee that foreign countries will agree to

construct new facilities on a crash basis, particularly when they fully

support the construction of TAT-6 now. Reliance on a projected

CANTAT-2 (British-Canadian) cable scheduled for service in 1974

would have a greater impact on gold:flow than construction of TAT-6.

Furthermore, service in CANTAT-2 will be considerably more expensive

than TAT-6 due to the extension of long tail segments to U. S. locations.

5. The DoD agrees that national security communication needs can

continue to be met by existing facilities provided that appropriate
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priority allocation and restoration procedures will continue to be
honored by the foreign correspsnclz_nto, and provided that all existing
transmi-ssion media remain operaticnal. However, there is no guar-
antee that such transmission media will be available at all times.
Previous satellite failures alone negate this guarantee. There also
is no guarantee that foreign correspondents would honor the restoration
of national security communications circuits should there be a signiii-

cant reduction in available media, either temporarily or on a permanent

basis, particularly if foreign public message service would have to be

denied in order to restore such national security requirements.

6. Basically agree. However, there are no indications that action is

in progress to provide for automatic circuit restoration in the near

future.

7. Basically agree with the philosophy in the statement — "Those

facilities which have lower total cost for a given circuit capacity will

result in lower overall cost of services to the public." However,

while the detailed OTP Economic Study states that satellite communi-

cations are cheaper, COMSAT has not reduced its rates for satellite

since their first availability in 1965. - 1 _

J _ • 0.1. 111/4. IN j- J. 4 J. ZIP

tiO .hot necessarily prt.-.Llict the c.c,st fur servi.... via that The

installation of TAT-6 could allow for the cost of service in this cable

to be averaged with such costs for TATs 1 through 5, thereby almost

guaranteeing the arrival at a TATs 1 through 6 common rate.

8. The statement that satellite costs are lower than SF cable technology

should be confirmed or denied by cable-oriented activities.

9. Basically agree.

10. It is the understanding of DoD that the selection of circuit routes

for public message traffic is generally left to the discretion of the

communication carriers involved. Furthermore, circuits are ordered

on an end-to-end basis - not on a half circuit basis. Therefore, this

conclusion does not appear proper or relevant.
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THE SECRETARY or DEFENSE-.•,.
• •.. , „ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

- ;= • ---_,
• •

Honorable Dean Burch . • .
-Chairman, Federal Communications Commission

. 1919 "M" Street, N. W.

.Washington, D. C. 20554
• . . . — •

•••• •
'cr •• •

-DEC 13 070.

•.

•

-=-----Dear Mr. -Chairir.an: „

4.0

- •
• •-• Several weeks ago my Assistant .for Telecommunications, Mr. Louis A:

deRosa, 'wrote to the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy

• with respect to your "inquiry into policy to be followed in future licensings

of facilities for 0-,erseas CO3-rununica.tions." Our views were that as a

-• matter of policy vie supported actions on the part of the FCC which
, stimulate and encourage the growth and expanEion of telecommunications

- throughout the world.
...•

_ This DoD position is based in a large measure on the reliance which

we must place on the common carriers for supplying international

C Orrirallni. ̂a t--; c,nr, ^—;enee as a user .1..1.pl_lorrq the

thal:high cap:.-,city c-;.•••torn.:: ar.-1 c2.tollite

provide the best mix of complementary rather than competitive systems

-',•for meeting the compelling needs of national security and defense communi-

cations. 
.

•...••
• • . -

We fui-ther advised that we would respond to the Commission within the
• framei'ork of these general policy views, with regard to specific appli-,:

.4.- cations by carriers. In this connection we have been. studying the appli-

cations of the ATL.T Company and other participating U.S. international

common carriers to construct a new transatlantic cable (TAT-6) linking

the U. S. with France, and extending a number of cable circuits from

• the French landing point directly to the Federal Republic of Germany.

..as well as providing access into the domestic facilities in France. We

note 1n the application for TAT-6 that the existing transatlantic comn-iuni-
!.-- cations facilities will soon be fully utilized and that additional circuits will

be sorely needed within the next two or three years. Our review of previous

• transoceanic cable and satellite system applications tends to bear out the

fact that. justifications presented foi: additional facilities have been under-

stated.
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Dean'Eurch • .
....Chzirt-3-.:ar;, Federal Cornmunicatic.)r.:-.3 ...

•••••••
'.•.-
.,‘••••

,••Cornn.. -iisz ion • : -
, 11919 L Street, N. VT.;

"Vah;•LiDtp-.on, D. C..-

• • -.•• • -.
.arMr- Catrn ai••••• •. •

-

..•.

• 3 M,V 1971•

t 7

-:-.'•,;„ 
• - :".7...- - -; ...' •...:. . :...... .. , - : .. .•• .......--::- •,-.7,..-7 . : r'.' - !-- - . - .,---.-.:- : - ..- •-.: ; • . .. . „••.. -.-...- . • '-'. ••••:•-. -..::. On riecernb•:_r 16, 1970, Secretary of 1.):-...fensc. Melvin Laird 'sent to you . --

". a letter ey.tlining. the Dc.q.-.ar-trnent of Dei.,.fensf...- views and s.upi-.,.c.a-t of actions -.

•• - :-:--.• -- vi'llit.-h stimulate z...,fld en-courage the grow'ch and 'expansion of telecornmuni-....... ...'..
'----:-4-- . -• catir.Ins th.-roughout thz:. world. I-Ie strongly supported the construction of ..

:%•-,:-....--:....- - •a new transatlantic. cable (TAT-6) linki-ag the Uzlited Stz.ites with Prance,
- --7---.-- • an:i e—encitng a nv.mber of cable. circuits from the French Ia.nding point -

'directly to the Federal Republic of Gerrpar..y. ..--...
. -.--...-::, •::: - .„-....: -.- .-...• .:.... -.--:-.•;,.:.. :-.. • _••• _ -,--....-;;•„... ---.:.: -- - •••:•,%-•

.. • .. •._..... ..
is to rt.nr.t...-.--..:..- thn.t.ne mi;,...iniTerztrIrieling e.-,:..,z,i:s 1-i- .-;-,1;.-!i our- . .

-cull:Am:thy:, stronr, snonnrt• nf 1:hr '1'.f.`1:1..,f. r4nrair-nti"r.:-. f••-••••• 4- 1-,,, z•cri3:-,•:-."•:,_

-.....•.•..• Mr. - Laird's letter.- Favorab1e.action.therc.-07.a by the Cornn-lissit)n
..:.. ''..C..-7. would lead to an early neryice availability u v?ine; SP cable. technology-...

• .-

•-•

- ._ •

•-•-• :•••• I. •

•-•

••••

•

Sincezelv,

*LotilE.-. A..
Assistant to the Secretary of D--.3fente

_-• • (Telecomrr.t.inic.:atipn7.)_
•

.•.

:
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•:••••In. addition 
• 

to supporting the growth of international commercial Communi-
cations la.cilities from which the 1.-F../ can selectively .R01111 its .-Aeeds, ..

..: ...:.-W-e. are, of course, also interested in the Substantial contributions that

- these additional facilities provide in the .trend toward-reducing cost .
. — •. ••

.:..:- ...through rate reductions. ' •.• ...... 2 
: ' •

•. • .
..Since the AT&T. Company and other parffcipating carriers wish to construct:
another high quality communications path across the Atlantic without obli-

, -gating the Department of -Defense, we strongly support the TAT-6 appli-

cations a.--nd a favorable response thcreon by the Commission.
"•• -:

••,:*
•,•• ' ••• ' •••••

•••••'•-••••

• •••

- •
•• .
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••••- •

. •
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. • .

• •

ta.

••: _

• •

7, •

- -Sincerely,

,

• • •
•• •••

•

- • - ,•••••

.. •

• . • • . .
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CWHITEHEAD/HINCHMAN:dc

_ Mr. Whitehead -2'
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Hinchman
Mr. Owen

MEMORANDUM FOR:

5 MAY 1971

Same ltr to Attny. Oen, N. Mitchell
Richard Hlerns, DIA

Honorabli-; Melvin R. Laird
Secretary of Defense

My Office has been reviewing poliry issu.es connected with the
planning, construction, and operation of international communi-
cation facilities, working with staff from your Department and
other agencies. These issues ar::. of immediate concern to the
Federal Communications Corarnision in its consideration of
Docket 18375, which addresses the general policy to be followed.
It also relates directly to action on the AT&T proposal for a new
trans-Atlantic cable (TAT-6).

have, asked Georce Mansur, mv ...,puty Director, to coorclinare
f hip vi•!..ituct frF rrti,:vrt-2 cf ori v-r.‘ Nrr len ren erevt-Imi es fa it% sa nwie i g t

Administration recon-)rnenditUons to the FCC. I would like to invite •
you to designate a representative Will) can. speak for your Dep2rtrnent,
to meet with Dr. Mansur and other agency representatives. I am
encictqng the Executive Summary our stud7 of economic and tc:1-inical
considerations which I believe forms a useful framework for these
deliberations.

The Department of State advises that for reasons of foreign policy
an early action is desirable. The FCC and industry are also
anxious to resolve this matter. Therefore, we would like to
schedule a first coordLaation meeting for Friday, May 7, at 2:00 P.M.,
and complete the preparation of Administration recornmeLdationsby
Friday, May 14.

Clay T. Whitehead

Encl.



5 MAY 1971

Elk.-..OR.ANDI.M.-1 FOR DR. lirN.RY A. KISSINGL;t1.

AttPcifed for your information is a c;n:.ft summary of an OTP ity

concerning regulation of international communication f;--c,iities.

Thin issue is currently under cokl.itleration by the Federal

Communications Commission; it is of considerable interest to

Federal agencies, the U.S. international communications induf,try,
and certain European nations. Of immediate concern is a pending

proposal by AT&T to thy a sixth trans-Atlantic cable (TAT-6).

The Secretary of Defense, in a letter to the FCC. has expressed

"strong Fupport" for the TAT-6 application. However, DOD has

agreed that "exiting facilities armear to be sufficient to k• at.itfy
tcarig and proje.cted NCS prial,-;,..r circuits.... Therefore. tluva

rit2;c-ciaiC C1
preclicated or U.S. Government neca's alone." The DOD has

supplied no other jui5tification for it support of the TA T.6 proposal.

Also, while certain 31;uropean nationo have a special interest in

secIng additional cable facilities r.rtablished, these foreign reia-

tiono implications do not seem of sufficient concern to dominate
what is essentially a con-Araercial regulatory matter.

Vie are soliciting the views of the Dep,artments of State and Defense,

ell as other interested a,gencies, in order to submit an

Adminilitration recommendation to the FCC shortly. I doubt this

matter is of significant concern to you; but if you would like to be

involved, you may want to have someone fron your staff contact
Walter Ilinchman (at-5190), Assistant Director, OTP, who it
handling this project.

Attachment

cc:
Mr. WhiteheadVe
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Hinchman

Clay T. Whitehead

WHinchman/CTWhitehead: sbw 5/4/71



5 MAY 1071
CWHIT-RHEAD/IIINCHM.A14;dc
Mr. -whitehead
Dr. lviztusur
Mr. Iiinchman
Mr. Owen
MEMORANDUM. FOR:

tionovz:ole William P. Rogers
Secret:try of State

My oifice has been reviewing policy issues connected with the

planning, construction, and operation of international conamuni-

cz-tion. facilities, working with staff fro your Department and

other agencies. These issuea arii of inarneaate concern to thc-

rederal Communication:1 Corramission irk its coas1der4tion of

Docket 18875, wbich addresses the general policy to be followed.

It alb%) relates c:tirectly to action on the AT&T propcisal fc-lr a. nw

traiaa-.z.i.Alantic cable (TAT 6).

I asked Ceorge Marur, rlay- nzputy Director, to coczcii::::_tz

ale views of iniereuivil Ex..eutative 1r,hiaa..44:(;,-.1%..iva L.&
Athydzistriltion reconairient.titionil to the .•f - C.1:(.;. i would 1ie to iavite

ywa,o desi8nato a representative, 'a-ho can apk for your Dep:.,..zto-aent,

to meet with Dr. Mansur and other agency reprenentatives. I am

entinming the ,E):ecutive :3ummary of our st?...Kly of economic and teehtlical

conemerailons which II:elieve forms a usoful framework Lor ies

deliberations.

Vie have been advised that your Department considers curly action to

be decirable for foreign policy reasonfl. The 1.:•CC and industry are

also am:dons to resolve this mattor. Therefore, we would like to

schedule a. first coordination r.viceting for Friday, May 7, at: 2:00 P.M.,

awl complete the preparation of AdminUtratik.rz recoirkracnciationsby

VvidP.y.. May 14.

Clay T. Whitehead

Lncl.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. n.c. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

April 26, 1971

Mr. Louis A. deRosa
Assistant to the Secretary of

Defense (Telecommunications)
WashingLon, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. deRosa:

The Chairman-Designate of the U.S. Delegation to the forthcoming
World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications
(WARC-ST), Mr. Robert Tyson, has indicated his desire to visit the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) at Green Bank,
West Virginia. The only time he has available for this visit is
May 21, 1971.

T" 4- 4-1, 1 r't " "  both 1,
lr WV .i-o I, C. 4. %OA... A. 1 le 1.1

outcome of the WARC-ST and in spectrum provisions for radio
astronomy, the travel to Green Bank andreturn for Mr. Tyson and

his party by military aircraft appears appropriate and justified. It is
expected that Mr. Tyson will be accompanied by Dr: G. Mansur,
Deputy Dia.ector of this Office, Dr. M. Ehrlich, and 'Mr. W. Dean, Jr.
of my staff. You are invited to name a senior DoD representative to
be a member of Mr. Tyson's party during the visit.

Arrangements for air travel from DoD resources as outlined above
are requested. If this can be done, specific departure times on May 21st
and other details can be worked out with Mr. Dean (phone 395..5623),
my point of contact for arranging this trip.

Any assistance you can provide to make Mr. Tyson's visit to Green Bank
a success would be very much appreciated.

Sincerely,

G. F. Mansur
Deputy



April 23, 1971

Honorable George A. Lincoln
rirector
Office of Emergency Preparecinesa
Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear General Lincoln:
,

T:- Last OctOber—you indicated that a final natural disaster corn-_
munications supportlanshouldbedevclopedto replace the_

interim plan for employment of National Communications Systc:m

-Ti(NCSJ cemmunications teams. In November I asked the Executive

Agent, NCS, to develop such a plan and forward it to me for

review.

The attached plan was devolor.ed by the Managers NCS, as6i8t.-.1(1

by the NCS Operating Agencies b-,ving the principal reoni.it-5,-

r-•- rd+tvtiAml die es, c-stp.s• 1%r-4v...145 e..vfq

in addition the plan was reviewed by both your staff and mine prior

to its being submitted for my approval.

The plan entitled "National Comu..-.,:nications System Plan for

Communications Support in Natural Disasters" dated March 1971

is approved. Prior to its implementation your Office will want

to instruct the 011.3P Regional Offices in its imd.ementation. When

this action is completed I will be pleased to advi3e the Executive

Agent, NCS, to assist you in implementing the plan.

Sincerely,

/s/

Clay T. 1' hitehead

Attachment

cc: .Nr.-ecutive Agent, NCS
/Mr. Whitehead (2)

CTBabcock/bss/4-23-71



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

3 APR 1971

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

• Sc,0

.1
-.7 , • .4(

,i.
N.I.
...

I". . •4. .
..,!?. ..:.

•''....!...

Please refer to your letter of November 18, 1970 regarding the Office of
Emergency Preparedness (OEP) requirement that a natural disaster
communications support plan be developed by the Manager, NCS.

Enclosure 1 is the proposed plan which was prepared -by the Manager, NCS
in coordination with pertinent NCS Operating Agencies. Enclosure 2 is the
Department of Defense (DoD) plan to provide emergency communications
support to the Director, OEP Region Three during natural di sast,-.-s. DoD
is being tasked to deveinn A nlan to provide similar sm,-Trvrt to the r,4-ber
OEP R.egionai .uirectors. A copy of the plan will be forwarded to you as
soon as it is available.

Prior to your approval and submission of enclosure 1 to the Director, OEP
for implementation, it is recommended that the following change be made
to paragraph 4b (page 5) in order to further emphasize the responsibilities
of the NCS Operating Agencies.

b. Maintain staff supervision over and provide assist-
ance to its designated Communications Coordinator in
the fulfillment of the specific mission.

Enclosures 2

Sincerely,

p
nt
i-Louis deRosa

Assist  to the Secretary of Defense
(Telecommunications)



CAPTAIN BA. ..:OCK'S FILE COPY

avovember 18, 1970

HonoTable Melvin IL Laird '
Executive Agent
National Communications System
Office of the Sc;cretztry of Def cnse
Wash,irigton, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

By his letter of October 27, 1970, C?ner;11 Lincoln approved an

interim plan for support of OEP during communications
emergencies resulting from natural disasters. A copy of
General Lincoln's letter is forwarded for your illformation.

General Lincoln has indicated a desire that his staff continue to
work ArAt.h the !!CS staff to develop 1.7.1c,. final natural disaster

sunlie,4t T t1Ch plan
utudzinz, "tilt;iu -

municationr. resources. During thot developmtat I would al...-.preteite
the opportunity to make inr.,uts to the plan. Vaken the Ilan is com-
pleted it should be forwarded to me for review and forwarding to

Gr:rter-.).. Lincoln for his sub rent ';-:-nplemontation during
diaa.ster-situations.

I am pleased that General Lincoln is looking to the NCS for support

in ernf:rger.cy situations, and I'm certain that the NCS will respond

accordingly,

Sincerely.

Clzy T. Whitellead

Attachment

cc: Director, OE?
Mr. 'Whitehead (2)

,Aubject File — Natural Disasters
Reading File

17
Crtabcock/bss /5170/11 -18-70
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.October 27, 1970

. Gen. Richard P. Klocko, USAF

Manager
National Communications System

, Department of Defense

Washington, D. C. 20305

Dear General Klocko:

Thank you for your letter of September 22, 1970, transmitting

to us the interim plan for employment of NCS communications

field teams in support of the President's disaster assistance

program.

The plan has been reviewed within OEP and a number of minor

word changes have been suggested. These have been discussed

informally with NCS staff personnel and they foresee no difficulties

mAki-no minor adjustments. Tb, 317:1D suggested chancres are

attache a.

I approve your suggested interim plan and am anxious to proceed

-with its implementation. The support. of NCS communications

personnel ‘.-.7as valuable during the Corpi.,.s Christi hurricane

disaster and- proved the desirabilit'r. of a joint effort to meet the

needs of the disaster assistance program.

-I have instructed my staff to continue to work with NCS personnel

in developing the final natural disaster communications support

plan.

Sincerely,

(Signed)

G. A. Lincoln
Director

Attachment

cc: Director, OTP
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THE WHITE HOUSE

April 20, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITHEAD

FROM: GEORGE CRAWFORIfy,

SUBJECT: MARITIME COORDINATION

I would be very interested in getting your thoughts on this before

sending it to Peter.

?r,t1 ..v
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"THE WHITE HOUSE

WA SH I N GTON

April 15, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER FLANIGAN

FROM: GEORGE CRAWFORD

SUBJECT: MARITIIVIE COORDINATION

As you know, there are several agencies with responsibility for maritime
problems, and coordination among them is something of a problem, often
requiring White House leadership. Such leadership may be required with
respect to the general problem of North Atlantic commercial shipping.

As a result of American technical innovation in the form of containerized
shipping, American share of this trade increased from 30% to 70%, but
it has since dropped to 50%. The industry needs a unified government
policy to plan its activities and compete effectively against foreign
ship -ng. Also, if this shipping cnnnot be made sufficiently prnfitable

te attract capital, the
in jeopardy.

ezPrcident's siip bui!ding in". in ry v^.01 wnibe drawn

•The following issues are components of the problem, and there is inter-
agency disagreement about them.

Consortia and mergers. The industry would like to engage
• in mergers or to form oper-ating and pooling agreements in
order to cope more effectively with foreign competitors who

:can do this with government approval. The Federal Maritime
Commission and Federal Maritime Administration are generally

receptive to this; the Antitrust Department is opposed; and the
issue is now being thrashed out in the courts rather than dete-
mined as administration policy.

-- Bilaterals. The Maritime Commission and Maritime Admin-

istration are receptive to industry initiatives for inter-

governmental or inter-company agreements to divide up shipping

lines and thereby make business more predictable; the State

Department and Antitrust Division are opposed.

•



Page

•

-- Compensatory Defense Department rates. The Maritime
Administration and Maritime Commission argue that the
Defense Department should not be allowed to procure shipping
services at rates below the standard commercial rates; the

Defense Department disagrees. Ship owners may be willing

to carry Defense Department cargos at rates which do net cover

average costs, but which are nevertheless above marginal cost,

but if this in fact is the case and the practice continues, capital

will flee the industry. The issue of merger between the MSC

and MTMTS appears to be tied in with this question.

••• Labor. The intractable problem of moderating longshore-

man demands, and making them more receptive to technological

change must be solved in order to get the maximum advantage

from containerized shipping. There is no immediately apparent

way to do this,• however, and there is some expectation of a

general longshoreman stri7-^ this fall.

Formulation of a unified governmental policy on these questions would

not only improve the health of the radustry, and hopefully restore some

of the lost ground in North Atlantic shipping, but should also aid in

fulfilling the President's ship building program, and will have reper-

cussions for international trade and the balance of -payments.

If you agree that this problem calls for formulation of a unified govern-

mental policy, I would suggest formation of a Task Force chaired from

the White House and including Helen Bentley, Charles Baker, Bert Rein,

Andrew Gibson, Richard McLaren and Barry Shillitoe. As past coordinator

of our maritime policy, you would be the logical chairman, although other

demands on your time might lead you to conclude that the full problem

should be referred to the Peterson office.
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March 23, 1971

Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Executive Agent
National Communications System
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

By my letter of March 5 to Mr. deRosa I forwarded a
copy of the revised "Statement of White House Require-
ments for Presidential Communications with the General
Public During Periods of National Emergency," and
advised him of my intention to initiate a review of the
entire Emergency Broadcast System (EBS).

A group of technically qualified personnel is required
as a nucleus to conduct this review. The people assigned
to this group, augmented as required from other agencies
and industry, will work within the attached terms of
reference to recommend measures to improve the operation
of the existing EBS, and to provide options for improvement
which can be made in the next one to three years.

I would appreciate your requesting the Manager, National
Communications System, to provide two persons as participants
in this nucleus group.

I am certain that you share my concern with ast failures of
the EBS, and I am sure that with the cooperation of all



2

interested parties steE.s can be taken to insure a more
responsive system in the very near future.

Sincerely,

/signed/

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachment

cc: General George A. Lincoln, OEP
Commissioner Robert G. Wells, FCC
Governor John E. Davis, OCD
Dr. Robert M. Ikhite, NOAA
Lt. General Richard P. Klocko, DCA
Mr. Louis A. deRosa, DoD

/Mr. Whitehead (2)

CTBabcock/bss/ 3-23/71



TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR REVIEW OF TI-
EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM 

A group of technically qualified personnel will be formed to

conduct a review of the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). This

group 12,7411 be headed by a member of the staff of OTP, and will bc

made up of two members provided by NCS and one person provided

by the FCC. The group will be augmented as required by persons

from the communications industry and other Federal agencies.

The EBS Review Group will accomplish the following:

a. Determine what caused the inadvertent activation of the

EDS on February 20. not as a "finger pointing" e-srerciRe hut tn insiiv

that the group has complete knowledge of the incident. The Department

of Defense investigation and the FCC investigation will be made available

to assist in this effort.

b. Recommend measures required to correct any deficiencies

in the existing EBS. Include incorporation of new and revised require-

ments as stated in the "Statement of White House Requirements for

Presidential Communications with the General Public During Periods

of National Emergency" dated February 26, 1971, and the additional

requirements forwarded to OTP by General Hughes in his memorandum

for Clay T. Whitehead, dated March 4, 1971.
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c. When the recommendations to correct deficiencies are

approved, rewrite the EBS plan to reflect required changes.

d. Provide options for near-term improvement of the EBS

in ordei to increase its reliability, responsiveness, coverage, etc.
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Chron
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Autovon
AT&T

FtsJ 2 1c)71.„

Mr. Benjamin IL Oliver
Vice President for Government
Cemmunications

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
20;;L: I, Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Ben:

We are working with the Department of Defence and the General
Services Administration to determine the best course of action
with respect to the future of the AUTO VON and FTS telephone
networks. We plan to complete this within the next few months.

iinrle.“-ta.nri 111. 1: *7— g4vL.n come cohoideratir— te the
possibility of providing the capabilities inherent in .i.AUTOVON
and FTS in the form of a service offering by the company. We
would like to evaluate such a possibility in conjunction with the
other options which are available at the present time. It would
be most helpful if you could provide specific information on the
cost of such a service, on interconnection privileges, and on
the division of management, engineering and other x..esponsibilitles
and prerogatives between the government and the telephone
industry under such an arrangement.

CcJoyce:hmy
S-19-71
cc: Subj File

Chron File
Mr. Whitehead -

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
.OFFICE.OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Date: March 18, 1971

Subject: - Letter to Ben Oliver, AT&T

To: Mr. Whitehead

From: Charles Joyce
sr-1—J)

Recommend that you sign the attached letter to•Ben Oliver.

The purpose of the letter is to get the AT&T top management to focuson the question of providing a government communications networkas a service offering, and to see if they will commit themselves toa price level. To date, all discussion of such an offering has beeninformal and non-committal. AT&T has not sorted it out internally.

The major hooker I see in the service offering thus far is int,-r-onnectionrights. If AT&T engineers the network and offers it as a service, theya:ce in a stronger position to say that it is "incompatible" with terminal.equipment or other facilities we may want to interconnect with. Wewill be watching this aspect closely.

Attachment

••:„.• • •• - • -••••.• • • • - • - ^
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Comments
For reply
Information
Per conversation 0
Discuss with me

DATE 

REMARKS
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF". THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASFUNGTC —.C. 20504

March 10, 1971

Mr. Louis A. deRosa
Assistant to the Secretary

oi Defense (Telecommunications)

Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. deRosa:

The reports on Phases I. II, and III of the JCS

Study forwarded with your letter to Mr. Whitehead of

September 2, 1970, have been studied with interest. 
1_ is

noted that these reports will serve as a basis for q-he

preparation and publication of a NCS Master Navigation

Plan. We are looking forward to receiving a copy of t.!-_js

Plan upon its availability.

By c--'rate action, the Depari-Tnent of Trnsportarlon ri

44-e, 4v,4-4e,1-1 rc,,Nri.nwr ^f

"National Plan for Navigation" which, it is understood,

will include the JCS Plan by association.

This Office evaluates on a ccrtinuing basis the

made of the radio frequency spectrum resource to ensure

that the allocation structure is responsive to ov2rall U.S.

needs. In this regard, it is necessary to treat questions

such as "Why are so many radionavigation aids required?"

and, in the interest of spectrum conservation as well as

cost reduction, "Can there be a programmed reduction in the

number of such aids over the next few years?" These questions

arc applicable to long and short rnrje YadinnaN7igatjor 
ai

and to radio positioning devices as well. '

Attached hereto is a recap of the spectrum allocated for

radionavigati.on purposes as reflected by the U.S. National

Table of Frequency Allocations. To this could be added a

number of frequencies being used for positioning systems

such as RAYDIST: LORAC0 and SHORAN.



2.

Answers to the foregoing questions are needed in the near
future for consideration as a part of the continuing
evaluation mentioned above.

In view of the vital interest of the DOD in this matter,
your views would be appreciated. A similar letter is
being forwarded to the Department of Transportation.

Sincerely,

Dean, Jr
Director
Frequcncy Management

Enclosure



RECT.,1' OF SPECTRUM ALLOCATED rca RADIONAVIGATION AIDS

10-14 kHz

70.8275
84.945
85.00:;
85.065
113. 40
116.1735
127.5075

- Omega

DPr'r!a

011

90-110 Loran-C

200-295 - Aero Nay Aids (beacons)

285-325 - Maritime Radiobeacons/Shared with aero

325-405 - Aero Nay Aids (beacons)

405-415 - Maritime R D/F / Shared with aero

- Ap,rn Mair Airic

160E-1800 Acro Nay Aids

1800-2000 - Loran-A

74.60-75.40 MHz - Aero Nay Aids (Marker Beacons)

108-117.975 MHz - Aero Nay Aids VOR/ILS localizer

149.4-150.05 - Transit

328.6-335.4 MHz - Aero Nay Aids (ILS Glideslope)

399.9-400.05 - Transit

420-460 - Altimeters (Until 1973)

960-1215 - TACAN//IFF//Air Traffic Control
Secondary Beacons

1300-1350 - Aero Nay Aids (Long range surveillance
radars)

Enclosure
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RE= OF SPECTRUM ALLOCT.TED ron RADIONAVIGATION AIDSCont)

1557.5-1637.5 - Aero Nay Aids (no systems yet)

1592:5-1662.5 - Aero Nay Aids (Collision Avoidance
bystem)

1600-1660 - Aero Nay Aids (Altimeters)

• 2700-2900 - Acro Nay Aids (Terminal ATC/GCA)

4200-4400 Aero Nay Aids (Altimeters)

5000-5250 - Aero Nay Aids (New ILS planned)

535u-460 - Aero Nay Aids (Airborne radars &
associated beacons)

5460-470

.-;50

- Nay Aids (ALL-borne radars &
associated beacons plus ship
borne radars)

1-AJLIICradars

9000-9200 - Aero Nay Aids (Precision Approach/
GCA final)

9300-q500 - Na 7 kids (Airborne radars a associated
beacons/ship borne radars)

13.25-13.4 GHz - Aero Nay Aids (Doppler)

14.0-14.3 GHz - Nay Aids (Aero & Maritime - planned)

14.3-14.4 GHz - Navigation Satellite

15.4-15.7 GHz - Aro Nay Aids (ILS planned)

24.25-25.25 GHz - Nay Aids (Airport surveillance radars
& maritime planned)

31.8-33.4 GHz - Nay Aids (Airport surveillance radars
& maritime planned)



March 10, 1971

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

Subject: DOD/DCA Reconfiguration of Circuits in the Western Pacific

The purpose of this memo is to report on the resolution of the problem
with regard to the ITT comptaint to the Office on the reconfiguration of
the DCA circuits in the Western Pacific area.

Informal and low-key discussions were held over the past few weeks with
representatives of DOD, DCA, DOS, and the FCC to define the basic
problem and to determine what could be done to resolve it. The basic
problem, from the carrier's viewpoint, was one of not being informed
rather than a specific procurement action by DOD/DCA. This informal
investigation showed that no basic policy issues were prevalent, and as
such no format activity by OTP should be considered, since it would
appear only as intervention in a procurement dispute.

It now appears that the basic problem has been resolved by DOD and DCA
consenting to a briefing of the international carriers and the Japanese KDD
on the uneassified plans of DOD and DCA in the Western Pacific. This
briefing will most .ikely be he.d the week of March 15. No further
activity on this problem is anticipated.

cc:
Mr. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Joyce
Mr. Doyle



March 9, 1971

lionorzuble Melvin R. Laird
Executive Agent
National Communications System

Office of th..! Secretary of Defense!.

Washington., D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

9hron
i'bon
NCS
EBS
OTP - Studies

•••••••

TDrr. _ _ -

The Dirc:.:.:.or of the Office of Emergcr...:7 Preparedness (0E1?), pursrPnt

to PL 91606, is making a study to entermine what improvements 
should

be made tc. prevent or minimize the 1oe of life and proFerty due to

major dicc.sters. A report to the 17:ens-est; is required by the end oi

this year. This Office has been asked i.o participate in the study.

Rprsntatv,

In 1970 yo' tasked the National Cominun;....,11:1....
m a natural

disaster communications support: :Ilan. I understand that plari i1l Le:-

submitted to this Office within the nexc thirty days. Becaurie

ex-vertise, it is requested that the NCS tataff participate in th preparation

of the. c- ,  -lunications input to

A copy of the guidelines for the Pb 91-606 Disaster Study is attached.

Because of the short time frame proposed for the study, it is requested

that an NCS staff member contact my representative, Captain C. T. Bab
cock,

at the earliest practicable date.

Sincerely,

(5/
Clay T. Vrhitc-Awad

Attachment

cc: /Mr. Whitehead (2)

CTBabcock/bss/5170/3-9-71



The following letters have been filed in the Emergency Broadcast
Systems file  

3/5/71 To Louis A. deRosa, A.sst. to the Secretary of Defense
(Communications) re "Statements of White House
ReqUirements for Presir.lential Communications with
the General Public During Periods of National Emerge-ncy".
(dated 2 /26 /71)

3/5/71 - to Defense Cox-rimissioncr Robert G. Wells, FCC, re aLove.

3/5/71 - to Senator Pastore

- to General Lincoln,

3//5771 •- to Commerce



A

March 5, 1971

Mr. Louisi. deRorm
.11..7.1.7-t.,..rit to the Secrf.Itirry of

rnanurtications)
oom

The 'Pentagon
\';ashint-fton, D. C. 20301

Dcar Mr. cledloca:

The Military Assistant to the Prezirir,nt has forwarded to me the
rvid 'Statement of V'hite, House .17,tectuirements for Presidential
Communications with the General Public During Periods of Nationq
*Erriergenc,,,," dated February Z6, 1971. It if3 thk! responsibility oi
this Office to develop, with the coor-eration. of aq....-propriate departn~.4.its
and agencies, the full potential of th,:), .E.:rncrgcncy 'Broadcast Systm
(rS) tiox,ure its rcliable

I irltc.ne to initiate a thorough review of the entire r.,BSI;rog,ram wh
the ulthil;:de aim, of satisfying the rect‘41rernents of the Prosident
of Federal departratztnt: and agencies. Because of the involwment
of the rtor of Civil Defk.nv.,..., the nirector, Defon.se Comniuni^^1-4ons
Agency, and the Manager, National Gominunications System, I conaithlr
their advice and assistance essential in this important undertaking.

For your information a copy of the revised Statement of White Housi,.,,,
Requiremcnits is attachcl. I would appreciate your informing thz.,
Manager, NCS, and arip,-oriate comnonents of the Department of
Defens.e of my iritt.tntions.

..qt:taclimcnt

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)

CTBabcook/bss/5170/3-5-71

Sincerely,

Clay T. V:hitehead
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26 February 1971

Presid
with the General Public

During Periods of National Emergency 

STATEMENT OF WHITE HOUSE REQUIREMENTS 

Basic Requirement:

During periods of national emergency, reliable communications
are reT"red to enable the President to reassure and give direction
to the populace regarding survival and recovery of the nation.

Assumptions: 

a. The nongovernment communications industry will, in view
of their expressed and demonstrated willingness to assist the Fed-
eral Government in the establishment of an Emergency Broadcast
Systerr,xe, unreservedly make their "-ilities availabl^ for emer•

1 •

• • • —2. •-• •-• r v J6,-4 J. 4 1.7 Le.? 1. 1.11 Gill—. .1.1.J L. 1111...1./C-1-1...1

emergency communications plans. The industry can also be ex-
pected to bear a portion of the cost of any special arrangements
required, particularly in those instances in which such arrange-
ments ic.y find gainful application he normal commercial entc.i -
prises of_the industry.

b. Existing facilities of the nongovernment communications
industry will, if utilized to the maximum advantage, prove adequate
for emergency Presidential use. Because of the substantial number
of facilities available, by-pass and backup arrangements can be
provided in such depth as to assure a high probability of survival
despite the infliction of severe damage the system as a whole.

* The Emergency Broadcast System is considered to comprise all
nongovernment communications facilities designated and authorized
by the FCC to operate during periods of national emergency for the
purpose of meeting the basic requirement.



Guicliri,i Principles:

. In view of the fact appreciable costs would accrue to the
Federal Government for the construction of'special radio and
television stations designed for use on nongovernrnent frequencies,
and because of problems inherent in the operation of such stations
and the limited day-to-day application of such facilities, it is
desirable that existing privately ownPd facilities be utilized by
the President in communicating with the populace.

b. Emergency communications facilities provided for the
Presid,:ni's use in communicating with the populace must be'
configured and arranged in such a manner so as to provide a
capability under the most severe circumstances.

Operational Requirements:

a. The President requires a capability to address the nation
both orally (AM/FM radio/TV audio) and visually (TV) on short
nnticP i"cardless of his where-T-01:14:-. To this end, the following

fir• r‘pPrationn] rau5t.-

(1) Radio and Television ..A.udio - From a "cold" start,
automatic or "seize-key" availability is desirable. It is recog-
nized, however, that the technical arrangements inherent in the
provision of such a capability are pzuhibitively expensive. Cur-
rent comMercial radio and television network procedures suggest
that an availability within five (5) minutes following notification is
a realistic capability. Accordingly, these procedures are acceptable
for the present, however, improved procedures should be exploited
where possible.

(2) Live Television  Video and Sound - A reaction time of
three (3) hours following notification is acceptable for the provision
of a live television transmitting capability. Necessary technical
arrangements and constraints listed in paragraph 2. of the Guiding
Principles dictate that the President will proceed to, and speak
from, locations where adequate commercial video transmitting
facilities already exist. No expenditures by the nongovernment
communications industry for special equipment or facilities to

2



suppr-- this requirement,. other special arrangements refc::_
to in -,-, --tgraph a. of the Assumption: are requested or require.

b. All Presidential broadcasts during periods of national emer-
gency will be "live". Such prerecordings as may be required to pro-
vide continuity of program service for the Emergency Broadcast
System will be prepared as directed by the Department of Defense.

c. Once constituted, the Emergency Broadcast System must
remaini a.vailable as a network until its participating facilities are
specifically released by Presidential authority and directed to shift
to some other mode of operation. The White House, however, inter-
poses no objection to the planned emergency utilization by other de-
partments and agencies of facilities designated for Presidential use
provided:

(1) The facilities have been activated by Presidential
direction.

(2) The President is not actually speaking to the nation
o--er racilities.

In all such instances, however, Presidential priority must be
preserved by a "seize-key" control feature which would enable
the system to revert to Presidential use.

d. The White House encourage o day-to-day use of emergency
facilities-for such purposes as may be authorized, provided that
such use (1) provides realistic training in emergency operating
modes, (2) contributes to or enhances the development of desired
optimum emergency systems, (3) will not delay the establishment
of the Emergency Broadcast System in the event of an actual emer-
gency, and (4) provides at all times for the exercise of Presidential
priority as set forth in the preceding paragraph.

Reliability/Survivability:

a. Communications facilities through which the President
will communicate with the populace under emergency conditions
will be configured and arranged in such a manner so as to provide

orif

3



a high-, ripgree of assurance that a. porfion of the total system capa

bility, sllfficient for the satisfaction of the basic requirement, womri
be available to the President under e most adverse conditions.

b. During emergencies short of an attack on the United States,
adequate intercity private line communications circuits should be
available to support the basic requii ement. However, during an
attack or heavy destruction resulting from an attack, sufficient cir-
cuit facilities may not be available in some areas to support this
basic 1::..quirement as well as other :..zitical Presidential, cor..-Ima:-..1
and control, and intelligence circuits pertaining to the attack. In
such cases, the established priority 9f restoration of circuits will
be changed only at the direction of the President.

4

wriP



Thursday 3/4/71

10:10 Charlie McWhorter called to ask if you were meeting
with Dave Solomon tomorrow on Tat=6.
Apparently Ben (liver thought you were. If so,
Ben would like to brief you for 5 minutes today (won't
be available tomorrow). Charlie thought it would
be helpful to you — in case you are meeting with
Solomon.

(STEVE Checked with Torn; he is not aware of
any meeting with Solomon. Have you heard of
anything?)



S

2 5 JAN 1971

Mr. Fred S. Ruge
2_41A virst Avenue
'ROY

V.7,2.shington 96121

Dear ;dr. auge:

The .t-ireisicient h;1..3 asked me to reply to your telegram of
January 9 concerning transfer of tne Alaska C.;ommunications
System to ki.CA Llaska. Communications, Incorporated.

As you are no doubt aware, the 2.1a.ska Communications
Dispusal Act, 81 Stat. 441 (1967), orovicled for tranzfer of
thc. ;:x.tem by the :..",ocretary cf with the ;approval
of the President. The President gave hi3 requisite approval
to the transfer on June 25, 1970, after thorough consideration
of all factor involved. Su.bsequently, approval was also
obtained item the _Alaska Public Utilities Commission and
the Communications Cotrninitision.

Sino the long-pending transfer has now been completed in
accordance with applicable laws, we think )ao further action
on our part can be taken.

cc: Mr. Whitehead*-
Mr. Doyle

SEDoyle/ec/21Ja.n71

Sincerely,

Signe

Clay T. IVIiitehead
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PRESIDENT  R_ICHARD M NIXON ,

THE WHITE HOUSE
PEAW

1600 AVE NORTHWEST WASHDC 20500

IT IS PUBLICLY REPORTED OTHAT ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

IS TO BE TRANSFERRED ON 10JAN 1971 TO RCA ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS,

INC THE PROCESSING OF ALL BIDS FOR ACS, INCLUDING ROA'S BID,
7

VICLAAED 40 U.S.C. SEC. 484 (E) -(2) (BA,

, AND OUR GROUPS HIGH BID FOR ACS HAS STILL NOT BEEN CONSIDERED

BY g THE GIVERNMENT. UNTIL: NE1AL EGAL BIDING ON ACS TAKES PLACE,
0

ALL PERSONS FACILITATING—ANY TRANSFER OF ANY PART OF ACS V/ILL 
C.)

BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR UNLAWFUL TRANSFER OF FEDERAL PROPERTY.

THE PUBLIC INTEREST REOUIRES A NE"! CALL FOR BIDS, AND COMPLIANCE !,7)

WITH THE LAW FOR DISPOSITION OF THE SYSP:m

tfitU J KutiE 24n) fit6i AvE buA 517 E..A -ITLE WASH Y81z1 %do

•••



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

To: Director Date: January 11, 1971
Office of Telecommunications Policy

ACTION *REQUESTED

  Draft reply for:
  President's signature.
  Undersigned's signature.

 Memorandum for use as enclosure to
reply.

  Direct reply.
  Furnish information copy.

X  Suitable acknowledgment or other
appropriate handling.

  Furnish copy of reply, if any.

  For r-)ur information.

  For comment.

NOTE

Prompt action is essential.

If more than 48 hours' delay is encountered,
please telephone the undersigned immediately,
Code 1450.

Basic correspondence should be returned when
draft reply, memorandum, or comment is re-
quested.

REMARKS:

Description:

 Letter:  X  Telegram; Other:
To: The President

From: Fred J. Ruge, 2420 First Avenue, Box 517, Seattle, Washington
Date: 1 / 9/71 •

Subject: Says the public interest requires a new call for bids in the case of Alaska
Communications System to be transferred on Jan 10 to RCA Alaska
Communications, ,Inc,

rah

k-
.„,

- -r-, • :`
'4

By direction of the President:

Noble M. Melencamp
Staff Assistant
to the President

(Copy to remain with correspondence)



TO

FROM

T1ONAL FORM NO. 10 3010-107
At( 1062 EDITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 37

(i' UNI,TED STATES GOVERNMENT• •

Memorandum
DATE:

Mr. Doyle 13 January 1971

Oce
SUBJECT:

nneth Robinson

Telegram from Fred J. Ruge complaining that the sale of the Alaska

Communications System to RCAC was unlawful.

I have checked with these persons so far:

(a) Justice- the "approving" agency there was Mr. Joseph Saunders, Chief, Public

Counsel Section, Antitrust Division [(187)2515]; by delegation the Antitrust Division

passes on these surplus property sales. Mr. Saunders has not returned the call.

However, I doubt wrhether the Antitrust Division ever considered something zz basically

11=LhaLli Lic as evaluaLing the steps or me Didaing process.

(b)FCC- The Commission's General Counsel's Office has no knowledge about the matter

apparently; they had no idea who passed on the matter, or when. I was referred to

a Mr. Bill Jensen:-Chief of their Enforcement Bureau. He knew nothing but

promised to return the call with the necessary information.

(c) Air Force - The Air Force handled the sale of the system under a delegation

from GSA, which normally handles these things. I talked with Mr. Richard Bonney in

their General Counsel's Office [(11) 75608]. He supplied the following chronology:

(1) the original request for offers was sent to 33 interested parties, including
Mr. Ruge on 28 October 68. It set March 1, 1969 as the due date for offers.

(2) on January 1, 1969, the terms of the original request for offers was slightly
amended; these changes were mailed to all parties, including Mr. Ruge on 17 January.

The change order stated that the original due date was still I March.

(3) on February 28, 1969 letters were sent to all parties, including Mr. Ruge stating

th the due date was still 1 March.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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(4) on I March bix offers for the system were submitted; Mr. Ruge did not Qi_lbmit a
bid.

(5) on 3 March the Air Force received a letter from Mr. Ruge complaining about the
bids in some nondescript fashion, the putative upshot of the letter being that
he claimed that when the request for offer's was amended back in January, the due date
for offers should have been extended beyond March 1. The Air Force wrote back asking
him to be more specific about the matter. He has not responded so far.

(6) Of the six offers, one was rejected as nonresponsive; one of the offers was
for only one of the exchanges in the system[by the Matanuska Cooperative Teleph. Co.].
Four of the bids were for the entire system. RCAC was awarded the system.
On 25 June the President signed the necessary authorizations. On July 1 the award
was made formal.

(7) Secretary Laird's Office received a telegram similar to the one the White House
received on January 9.

The law

Mr. Ruge's telegram states that the sale is in contravention of 40 U.L.C.
c. • • , f1\fB)5 ‘..• .A. --- governing disp,sal yr ouLpiu prypeLLy- -, r V a. 

by the Administrator of GSA. It should be noted that GSA delegated their
interest in the whole ACS sale to the Air Force.

Sec. 484(e)(2)(B) requires that when surplusage is disposed of by the
Administrator, and the sale is of a type that requires "public advertising for bids,"
then"all bids shall be publicly disclosed at the time and place stated in the
advertisement."

Sec. 484(e)(3), however, exempts from the routine mechanics -- advertising,
opening, and the like -- disposals of a variety of public-interest types,
including disposals

" otherwise authorized by this Act or other law."
Sec. 484(e)(3)(I)

- -It is my understanding that the ACS sale was pursuant to a specific act [ our
library does not have a copy]. Hence from a strictly legal standpoint,
the Air Force has done far more than they would have had to do otherwise; if
they had wanted to insist on the law, they apparently could have negotiated the
sale privately, and not violated Sec. 484(e) at all.

I believe that the appropriate thing to do in this instance would be
to adapt Mr. Hall's proposed letter, and send it. I would recommend against
setting forth in a letter any variety of legal argument or defense, for not
only is it technically unlawful for a federal lawyer to do so vis a vis a
private citizen -- a convenience the Justice Department utilizes frequently--
but if we were to get specific, we could prejudice or unduly stricture the

Government should this fellow decide to exercise his rights in a court.



04-11- !7,1 Cov.p40.

Dear

This if! Zo your Ictiv,:r Dcc14,,....r ?A, ITN, qirth
my vici.va in -.1-.2garki ".',=3 a. Draft 1I.ecu-cive ordzr
for the Adminigtratiort of thc, Dte rtoliof Act of 1970."

I Lim corIcticrrv 11 ia.rtgtartgo .11,1 Si 1(c) of firm: Etrz'...ft. Order could
be con:A:rued t rzpt craecy c ctLon ctiotem
arid cowit,rt,e.f.crla from arty fkartIv.tx. v.cw tho Ective Oilic.aof
the "Pr4.(liew. rvrve.q)rs tc bt iffemat from other civil defonoe

ara "stzbjc:ct to.tc direction and colatr,..I
Qf the Prelite.-1--4." &e Cr No. :3,095?., Ai C41
Defen...- Respollcibilities to theetary t.).f:Defense zInc.1 ° then."
Sect:ion- 1(a), Tine 7.

!Zit.lhat tirrje T.IZOViCdOrti required to ::::..aertre 11,-.1coscary
tional 114biLityill an. emer.sertcy zituation, thou I would find this
proviciioa. acccptal.de if it wer* rcvedz.o as to read:

(c) Tha Se.c.t.c,ptary orDefex:a is deell:ptated z.nd oowercd
to oxercit3o in an ertlergency, ‘iiithout the ;.7::;:prova1,
rz.:tificatiolit or other action by the Prer,;eteszt, all of
thz authority rettcd. i the Prerzicient by Section 210 of
the Act ccince-mirv.4 the utilization of Vac., civil rkticn3e
communications syateni for the purpose of disa-ster

CCjoyce/KGRobinsonthmy
12/2/1/70
cc: DTP - 2

Chron File
4

Sincerely.

Cky T. Whitehead



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOM MUNI CATI ONS POLICY
WASHINGTON, D.C. ?o5o4

December 3, 1970

Mr. David L. Solomon
Office of .the Secretary of Defense

ATSD (Telecommunications)
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Dave:

Attached is a copy of correspondence received from the

FCC pertaining to the proposed use of a TV translator chan
nel

to alert personnel of the Dugway Proving Ground of local

day-to-day emergency situations.

Current FCC Rules do not permit the type of locally originated

programming proposed by the Commanding Officer, Dugway Proving

Ground. If their Rules were to be amended, and Dugway proposals

approved, there is concern on the part of the Commission's

staff that a precedent would be established to relax present

restrictions on locally originated translator programming.

While sympathetic with the purposes of the Dugway proposal,

comments on behalf of the Department of Defense are requested

prior to further action.

Sincerely,

Dean, J
Director
Frequency Management

Enclosure
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20554

November 24, 1970

IN REPLY REFER TO:

6300

Pr. 'Wilfrid Dean, Jr.
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President

"Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Nr. Dean:

Attached hereto is a copy of a letter dated November 2, 1970, which

the Commission received from Headquarters, Deseret Test Center,

Dugway Proving Ground, Dugway, Utah, proposing the use of one of

-its existing military TV translator channels to alert the Proving

'Ground population of local. day-to-day emergency situations.- It is

understood that the FCC licensee of the educational TV station

which supplies programs over this translator channel is agreeable

to this proposed local origination of emergency announcements by

Dugway Proving Ground military personnel through a tie-in at their

translator station.

Because this is the first Proposal of this type which the Commission

has received, we would appreciate receiving the views of your Office

prior to taking further action in this matter. yore specifically,
we would appreciate your conments as to -dnether this proposal is
consistent with existing policies of your Office and the military
or whether it is your opinion that the proposal, if implemented,
would be the most desirable means of adeauately meeting this alerting

requirement, as stated. It appears possible that other military

t_

installations having TV translators may advance similar proposals
in the future.

As 3-rou may reca31, the ConAssion has, in the past, agreed to the
use of a number of military broadcasting stations outside the
conterminous United States to provide under specified conditions
an emergency alert capability, as well as regular AFRTS programming.

However, we have not previously considered the local origination
of program material at Government TV translator stations.

Sincerely yours,

Ra6-Lond,
Acting Chief Engineer

Attachment
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2 NciVeMber 1.970

SUBJECT: Authorization for Local Origin of E
mergency Procedures on Existing

Educational. TV Translator at Dugway Proving Gr
ound, Utah

Mr. Ben F. Waple
Secretary, Federal Communications Con-Laission

1919 M Street
Washington, DC 20554

ATTENTION: MR, K. G, OPPENHEIMFR

nROADCAST FACILITIES
DIViSIOT')

1970
•

1. Backffrotmd: Dugway Proving Ground is an isolate
d Department of the Army

installation (under US Army Test and Evaluation Co
mmand) located on the edge

of the Great Salt Lake Desert approximately 7
5 miles southwest of Salt Lake City.

The daily population of the post is approximat
ely 2700. The nearest town, Tooele?

Utah, is located approximately 45 miles 
away on the other side of the 11,000 foot

Stansbury Mountains. There are a few ra
nches in the area, the closest being

approximately 15 miles away.

2. Statement of Problem:

a. To alert and differentiate between day-to-
day emergencies posing a threat

to the safety of life an-1 property to the population of Dugway Proving
 Ground.

-These day-to-day emergency situations in the pu
blic interest include: tornado

warnings or tornado sightings; toxic gases thr
eatening the community; flash floods;

widespread fire threatening the community; eart
hquakes; electric power failures;

large scale explosions; civil disorders; heavy 
rains; icing conditions developing

clangorous road hazards; heavy snows developing 
blizzard conditions; appeals for

medical assistance (blood donors, etc); appeals 
for emergency food and housing;

call back of off-duty police, fire, utilities or 
military personnel; alleviate fear or

panic in the populous; inform population of imp
ending or possible epidemic, drought,

water or food contamination. The above include
s both situations where the time

element is short and those which develop slowly.

b. At the. present time, Dugway Proving Groun
d has foul- methods of alerting

the population to any of the situations noted in...
paragraph 2a above.



--STEPD-DP-CO(D) 2 November 1970

SUBJECT: Authorization for Local. Origin of Emergency Procedures on Existing

Educational TV Translator at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah

(1) Civil Defense Siren. This signal is deemed adequate to warn the post

population of an ATTACK WARMNG and also provide the post with the ATTENTION

or ALERT signal: however, there is no adequate means of informing the population

of what type of emergency is transpiring when the ATTENTION or ALERT signal is

sounded.

(2) Sound Vehicles. This type of notification is considered inadequate due to

the limited coverage available and number of trucks equipped. The sound vehicles

that are in being at the present time are security vehicles and it is possible these

could be in use with security/police matters and not available on a 24-hour basis.

• Another problem that exists is not being able to maintain continuous liaison with

the total population at all times. The vehicles would have to be on a roving patrol

and would thus be able to disseminate only a limited amount of information.

(3) Telephone. This type of communiCation is deemed slightly adequate for

a one-time- notification through a paramid alert response, but deemed inadequate

for disseminating any quantity of information with much degree of accuracy. By

the time the last person(s) was notified, the initial information could be vastly

distorted from what was originally transmitted. Aside from this, there is the

time element involved with disseminating any large amount of information over

the telephone. The use of recordings is also limited by the number of calls that

can be handled plus the possibility of the telephone lines being down due to some

form of disaster.

(4) Emergency Broadcast System (EBSi. This system is deemed adequate

for emergencies of a wide general nature covering county, state or national

situations. There may be occasions when information is only desired to be dis-

seminated to the residents of Dug-way Proving Ground, who number approximately

2700, The use of the Utah State EBS for problems peculiar to Duzway Proving

Ground could cause undie anxiety or panic to the general population prior to

general release of public information of the situation.

3. Discussion.

a. The logical means of passing emergency information to the population

would be through a media which is common to a great majority of the people.

Television and radio fall within this spectrum.

h. A study was made to test the feasibility of using the commercial power

system (120 volt) on the post as an antenna for broadcast of emergency information.

2
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. SUBJECT:- Authorization for Local Origin of Emergency Procedures. on Existing

Educational TV Translator at Dugway Proving Ground, .Utah

This proved impozzible due to the fact that the buildings suitable for use of this
system had been made "communications secure" (shielded to prevent eavesdropping).
It was also determined that- transmissions using the power lines would not bypass .
the numerous.transformers on the pBst.

c. Dugway Proving Ground has its own TV translator for retransmitting
commercial TV programs from Salt Lake City. One of these TV stations is an
educational channel from the University of Utah,

4. Proposal. That the Commanding Officer of Dugway Proving Ground be
authorized to originate emergency audio information using the educational TV
channel presently existing on the post. A tie-in to the present translator could be
built-up from existing resources and no additional expense would be involved.
Any locally originated emergency program would be used only in a local emergency
and, of course, would not be used lithe state or national EBS system were activated.

CHARLES M. SHADLE
Colonel, CM
Commanding

3
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE AGENT, NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301

DEC 3 1970
Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

On May 21, 1970, the Secretary of Defense established the position of

Assistant to The Secretary of Defense (Telecommunications) to serve

as his principal staff assistant on telecommunications matters, and as

his principal assistant in his role as Executive Agent of the National
Communications System.

I was appointed to this position on August 11, 1970, and the NCS respon-

sibilities and functions formerly assigned to Mr. Robert F. Froehlke,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration), have been transferred

to my office. For your information, there is enclosed an outline of the

NCS functions which I have now assumed.

In view of the above, correspondence for the Executive Agent, NCS,
should be addressed as follows:

Executive Agent, National Communications System
Attention: Mr. Louis A. deRosa, ATSD(T)
Office of the Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20301

I look forward to the continuation of our good relations in this important
endeavor.

Enclosure

L IS A. d ROSA
Assistant to The Secre cry of Defense

(Telecommunications)





ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) 
National Communications System (NCS) Functions

Serve as the principal assistant to the Secretary of Defense in his
role as Executive Agent, NCS.

Coordinate as necessary with all agencies participating in the NCS

Review progress in fulfilling NCS responsibilities and recommend
to the Executive Agent for the NCS, as appropriate, measures for
improving the NCS and for securing efficiency, effectiveness, and
economy.

Provide for the receipt and processing of requests from any agency
having requirements for service from the NCS to include determin-
ing feasibility, developing alternative methods of implementation,
and recommending appropriate priorities.

Recommend NCS related tasks to be assigned to the Manager, NCS,
or to other governmental agencies as appropriate.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE f'..)F THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY •

WASHINGTON, D.0 "0504 if

Date: December 21, 1970

Subject: Discussion with Dave Solomon

To: Mr. Whitehead

fri

At lunch today, Dave Solomon and I discalssed the problem of coordination
between the OTP, Defense and GSA on filings with the FCC. Solon-ion
points out that GSA has the responsibility under the Property and Admin-
istrative Services Act of 1949 to file with the FCC on behalf of all the
Executive agencies of the government. GSA can also delegate this
authority, and frequently does so, to Defense. In Defense these filings
are handled by the Department of Army. Solomon .says there are abotif
4,000 filings made annually of which about 600 are with the FCC. Most
of these are obviously minor.

Solon-ion says that if we want to get in on L.-hese, we should either indicate
some criteria by which Defense and GSA can determine which cases we
are interested in, or else set up some apparatus within our offices for
handling the workload. He also raises the more fundamental question of
whether it is our intention to try to tell Defense or GSA whether they may
file or not, what position to take, or how to back it up. He says that
Defense and GSA lawyers are very sensitive on this point and will resist
any efforts to tell them what to do. He admitted, on the other hand, that
the Army lawyers come to his office to get "policy guidance". I couldn't
pin him down on what constituted policy guidance or on how it affected the
filings.

We also discussed the possibility of a Defense filing on TAT 6. Solomon
fully understands our interest in this one, particularly in view of the
Pausch letter. However,. he points out that from the view point of Defense,
our office operates very slowly and at an abstract policy level. Defense
feels a need to protect its interests and is reluctant to wait around to see
if our office is going to do anything. He indicated, for example, that
Defense provided our office with comments on Docket 18875 with the
expectation that we would soon write to the FCC. They are disappointed
by our inaction. (Of course, they would be even more disappointed if we
had said what we thought.) Solomon's point is that if Defense has something
to say, and particularly if there are pressures from Congress and other
-Defense constituencies, they will be reluctant to wait indefinitely for their
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views to be incorporated in an OTP policy statement. I pointed out that
there were similar problems with respect to issues being handled through
the NSG process.

I am not sure what concessions, if any, we might want to make to the
need (desire?) of Defense and others to act quickly in these regulatory
cases. However, I think it is very import.?mt that we get a better feel
soon for how much pressure we can try to exert on GSA and Defense
with respect to a particular filing. I suggest that Nino Scalia and I discuss
this with the appropriate GSA. people and with the Army. Then Nin.o should
dig into the legal background and find out what authority we have in this
area, if any. I feel that we should postpone putting out any memorandum
to the departments and agencies on this subject until we have looked into
it a bit more.

In the meantime, Dave Solomon has promised to call us when one of these
is coming up and I will ask O'Mahoney to do the same.

I am sending you separately memoranda for your signature to Defense,
State and GIA on TAT 6 and the Pausch

Charle E.; C. Joyce
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

1 DEC 1970

The Honorable Robert Wells
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Commissioner Wells:

Please refer to your letter of November 24, 1970 regarding the
appointment of a drafting group to prepare a revision of the Federal
Communications Commission Order, FCC 70-291, March 20, 1970
"In the Matter of a Priority System for the Use and Restoration of
Leased Intercity Private Line Services."

D

I appreciate your invitation to nominate one representative of my
organization to participate with the industry drafting group in its
meetings. I understand that a representative of the Director of
Telecommunications Policy, (DTP), Executive Office of the President
will participate with the industry drafting group. Therefore, my repre-
sentative will assist the DTP representative as required in lieu of
participating directly with the industry drafting group.

Sincerely-, -

(signed) D. L. SOLOMON
for

LOUIS A. deROSA
Assistant to The Secretary of Defense

(Telecommunications)

cc: Director, Telecommunications Policy 4,-e*:1-.





Wednesday 11/18/70

1`1:00 We have scheduled a meeting for Mr. Whitehead with Dr. Charyk andMr. Acheson of Comsat to discuss the GAO report on the use ofCape Kennedy Facilities at 10:00 on Monday (11/23). (Steve is gettinga copy of the report from GAO.)

Do you want anyone to sit in on tho meeting?

Report filed in "Comsat" with note of meeting of 11/23/70.

tiTARYG
10:00



Date:

Subject:

To:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

November 20, 1970

GAO Study of Comsat Launch Bills

Mr. Whitehead

The "Draft Report"* which GAO did at the request of Senator
Gravel deals with the manner in which the Air Force charges
NASA for Comsat launches. NASA passes these costs along to
Comsat under various launch contracts. GAO did not investi-
gate aspects of the NASA-Comsat relationship other than these
Air Force charges.

The GAO investigation revealed that Comsat has been under-
charged about $3 million for pre-F.Y.'69 flights of Intelsat
I and II. However, GAO feels that these undercharges are
not legally collectible from Comsat.

Similar undercharges of at least $3.7 million were found for
the first four flights of Intelsat III. GAO believes that
these costs should be paid by Comsat, and that future_launches
should bear similar costs. If depreciation costs are added
to the undercharges which GAO identifies, the underpayment
during F.Y. 1969 may range up to $4.5 million.

The principal basis for GAO's argument is that overhead expenses
of the launch facilities were not apportioned correctly (or, in
some cases, at all) to Comsat launches. The Air Force has not
yet replied to this charge, and there is a possibility that a
legitimate question about proper accounting procedure is present.
There is, however, little doubt that some undercharge was made.

On the basis of our in-house analysis of Comsat's financial
structure, it is unlikely that full payment by Comsat of the
amounts involved now and in the future would significantly
affect their overall cost and revenue requirement position.
The order of magnitude of the impact would be between 27 and
57 of cost per circuit. This is well within the range of un-
certainty of our'.estimates of costs.

The principal import of the issue would thus appear to be in
area of international politics.

Bruce M. Owen

* "Draft Report to the Congress.. .Review of Launch Charges for Launch
Support Services Provided to the Communications Satellite Corporation..."
November, 1970.
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DRAFT OF REPORT TO

THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

• REVIEW OF CHARGES FOR LAUNCH

SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

DEPARMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AND

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NOTICE — THIS DRAFT RESTRICTED TO OFFICIAL USE

This. document is a draft of a proposed report of the General Accounting Office. It is subject
to revision and is being made available solely to-those having responsibilities concerning
the subjects discussed for their review and comment to the General Accounting Office.

Recipients of this draft must not show or release its contents for purposes other than official
review and comment under any circumstances. At all times it must be safeguarded to prevent
premature publication or similar improper disclosure of the information contained therein.

BY

THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBIli: 1970

GAO-333 (Rev. Feb. 70)
GPO 889-018

DRAFT



Monday 11/23/70

11:00 The briefing on Project Sanguine which will be heldat 11 a. m. on Wednesday (11/25) will be attended by:

Comrnander Wunderlich
Capt. F. L. Brand
Commander Keith Hartell
Mr. Ron Enticknap (Group leader - Navy programsLincoln Laboratories)

Aft: 9,4

We have invited Charlie Joyce, Dr. Mansur, andCol. Enslow.

MEETING
11/25/70

0.11

(We understand Charlie Joyce will be in a meeting from9:30 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. that day; but his secretary will advise him.)
(Dr. Mansur is scheduled for a briefing at AT&T at 11:00 a.m.)
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Friday 11/20/70

3:50 We have scheduled the briefing on Project SANGUINE
for Wednesday (11/2 5) at 11 a. m.

MEETING
11/2 5/70
11 a.m.

Commander Wunderlich will call to give us the names Ox. 7-1219
of the others who will be attending.

Will you want Col. Enslow to sit in?

Dr. Mansur?

Anyone else?

re"."Er.".11gr-174717,71-1,



•

Thursday 11/19 / 70 MEETING

11:10 Commander Wunderlich called with reference to the Ox. 7-1219
attached letter concerning the briefing on Project SANGUINE,
which you had requested.

He is available any time within the next several weeks.

cc: Col. Enslow

Set for Wk. of 11/23 
Set for Wk. of 11/3  
Set for wk. of 12 /7

• . . • ,
rrelP.714, r. • • -7--.../11,-,-7,1s1. • -
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Ser 15679
1? NOV 197Q

Your memorandum of November 2 to Secretary Laird
requesting a briefing on Project SANGUINE, has been
forwarded to me for reply.

A comprehensive briefing will be scheduled at your
convenience. Commander R. WUNDERLICH of the Office
of the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Com-
munications and Cryptology will contact your office
in order to make the necessary arrangements.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504
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2 NOV 1979
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11.e.Z1.10RAND UM FOR

Iienorablo Z.lelvin R. Laird
Socretary of Deferze

Subject: Project SANGURM

Project SANGUMT74. lo or iratcrest to me because of the electro-
maznotic environmental implications. the upectruna tton.E;e, and
the questica a national nriorities. I am inlorrncid that there
are reaearch progra.rnsh. progrevs to addreve some of those
aroas, ans2 would clporeciate a briefing ott the project ia general,
th ction presently v.-.ttitrway, and the resv,its obtaintd thus far.
I would al::.to appreciate an arrangement for my office to bo advis.c_c.1
on future results anti t.',Qcision points f...s al.:prom:1i tLem..

PITEnslow:avr:300ct70
Revised: CTWhitehead:avr:300ct70
bcc: Dir. OTP (2)

PHE Reading
Subject File

Clay T. Whitehead

.0'
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Date: November 16, 1970

Subject: NCS Support in Natural Disasters

To:

•

. Mr. Clay 7. Vhitehead

I.

Attached is a letter tasking the NCS with providing the
telecommunications support required by OEP in natural
disaster planning.

The letter establishes your role in NCS planning, and gives
[he Manager, NCS, the tool he needs to obtain the col:Vexation
of The NCS Operating Agencies.

-By sending a copy to OEP your role in this particular problem
becomes evident and gives your staff the support they need
to resolve any problems with NCS and OEP.

The atlach-ed has been coordinated with the Deputy Manager,
NCS, and the staff of OEP.

Coordinated with:

Mr. David 1-1a13. Mr.. Charles C. Joyce

7
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November 18, 1970

Honorable Melvin R. Laird
executive Agent
National Communications System
Office of the Secretary of Def ense
'44,rt,..shington, Da C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

By his letter of October 27, 1970, General Lincoln approved an
interim plan for NCS support of OEP during communications
emergencies resulting from natural disasters. A copy of
General Lincoln's letter is forwarded for your information.

General Lincoln has indicated a desire that his staff continue to
work with the NCS staff to develop the final natural disaster com-
munications support plan. I agree that such a plan should be
cle-velo;:ce,u lizig appropriate puxtiuns 01 telccolia-
xnunicatiofis resources. During the development I would appreciate
the opportunity to make inputs to the plan. When the plan is com-
pleted it shbuld be forwarded to me for review and forwarding to
General Lincoln for his subsequent implementation during natural
disaster situations.

I am pleased that General Lincoln it3 looking to the NCS for support
In emergency situations, and I'm certain that the NCS will respond
accordingly,

A ttachment

cc: Director, (DEP
Avir. Whitehead (2)

•••

CTBabcock/bss/5170/11 -48-70

Sincerely,

...
Clay T. 'Whitehead

t



Tuesday 11/3/70 ME STING
11/3/70
10:30 a. :r.

10:30 Col. Lasher is meeting with Mr. Whitehead at 10:30
this morning to discuss the meeting at the Pentagon
with Fred Buzhardt (General Counsel of DCD) re
the Blue Ribbon Panel letter that was given to the President.



Monday 11/2/70 MEETING

5:10 Co]. Lashor asked if we could schedule a time for
you to go over to the Pentagon and meet with
Fred Buzharclt, General Counsel of DOD, concerning
a Blue Ribbon panel letter that was given to the
President (classified). Said it wouldn't take more
than half an hour and he thought you probably intended
that he and Charles Joyce should accompany you.

Shall we set it up soon?

You want Lacher?
You want Joyce?



5-41.

tagmcatANDum FOR

2 NOV 1273

Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Secretary of Defense

Subject: Project SANGUINE

Project SANGUINE is of interest to me because of the electrow
magnetic environmental izrxplications, the spectrum usage, and
the question of national priorities. I am informed that there
are research programs in progress to address some of these
amts, and would appreciate a briefing on the project in general,
the actions presently underway, and the results obtained thus far.
I would also appreciate an arrangement for my office to be advised
on future results and decision points as we approach them.

PHEnslow:avr:300ct70
Revised: CTWhitehead:avr:300ct70
bcc: Dir. OTP (2)

PHE Reading
Subject File

Clay T.. Whitehead



17- OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

ROUTE SLIP

TO  Mr. Whitehead

ACTION El
Concurrence Li
Signature
Comments
For reply
Information
Per conversation El
Discuss with me CI

FRom Lt. Col. P. H. Enslow Jr. DATE  10/30/70

REMARKS

1. Per your request.

2. Coordinated with Charlie Joyce.

3. Coordinated with Dave Solomon in DOD.

4. Recommend signature.



SMF : LETTER SENT TO:
Dr. Willis Shapley, Associate Deputy Admin., NASA

Mr. itiCha.,.: :.::::_:-:-.., 
Director, Office C+7 't•‘.0. • 1..)/-17:

Mr. Raymond A. Gilber, Depity, NASC

Mr. David.:- - -., Deputy ..6..ogintant tr..' '-'-....! c'-~-4-7. cf Defense(Telecomrn------tions)

,i/-nlvi.:..,6acl3.: W..:.. 1-"71.1rn, U. S. r.)1egatic.r., f!.‘!T 'T Conf. 

„ A............-

JECOLE:dc
Mr. Dyyle-2
Subj.. .

A.- •

Mr. William K. Miller
D;rector
arf:,:e of TelccommunicaLionb
73,-aartment of State
'.'"T=.7„hington, D. C. 20.520

Dear Mr.

nm. 1717D

The CornmunIcations Satellite Act of 1962 requiretS that the
.P.s,f;:flident transmit a report to Congress in January of each
yar regarding significant developments and activities during
tilt-- previous calendar year. The report includes an evaluati,.-)n
ef those developments and accornplishments in terms of att4inmg

objectives of th.1 Act, as an recommendations for
aoriitional legislation or other Congressional action.

In order to afford the opportunity for careful preparation and
review of the report, we are requesting that the Elcacutive
.7.7_artments and Agencien responsibilities which mvLear
on commercial satellite communications submit their sugpestions
for material to be included in the report by November 20.

After submission of the information we contemplate preparing a
draft report for comment by affected Depa.rtrnentz and Agencies
about December 10.

r+2.

Stephen E. Doyle
Special Assistant to the Director
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EXEC44TIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

October 21,.1970

41,

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Mr. Chairman:

DIRECTOR

The Department of Defense has a requirement for two FM
Broadcast frequencies for use by official Armed Forces
Radio Television Service (AFRTS) stations located at
Shemya Air Force Station, Alaska and on Johnston Atoll.
Pertinent technical information is summarized as follows:

Shemya Air Force Station - Bandwidth/emission is
189F3; antenna 250 H Gates FMA-1A Ring; antenna
site Shemya AFS, Alaska; Antenna coordinates
52 43N 174 07E; power 250 watts (225 watts ERP).

Johnston Atoll - Bandwidth/emission is 256F9;
antenna single bay circularly polarized; antenna
site Johnston Atoll; antenna coordinates
16 44N 169 31 W; power 50 watts.

Both stations will be operated by the Department of the
Air Force to disseminate information, provide enter-
tainment, and promote education for military personnel.
Due to remoteness there are no commercial radio or
television stations located in the areas of either of
these military installations.

As regards the Shemya Air Force Station, the Department of
Defense proposes the frequency 101.1 MHz. No frequency is
proposed for use at Johnston Atoll but the -Department of
Defense requests that one be nominated from the 88.1 -
107.9 MHz broadcast band.
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I would appreciate having the views of the Commission onthese two broadcast operations..

Sincerely,

Clay T. -Whitehea-d



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY O
F DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

12 OCT 1970

Honorable Clay T. White
head

Director of Telecommuni
cations Policy

Executive Office of the 
President

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

The Department of Defe
nse has a requirement for a

 radio

frequency to be used by
 the Department of the Air 

Force for

an official Armed Forc
es Radio Television Servic

e (AFRTS)

FM/Stereo broadcast 
outlet on Johnston Atoll. This station

will disseminate infor
mation, provide entertainm

ent, and

promote education for
 military personnel statio

ned at this

isolated location. Because of the remoteness 
and limited off-

duty recreational faci
lities, there is a need to s

upplement

AFRTS radio and tel
evision services.

It is recommended t
hat the Federal Communicati

ons Commission

be asked to concur in 
the use of and nominate one 

of the FM

Broadcast Channels 2
01-300 (88.1-107. 9 MHz).

The following technica
l data is submitted: Bandw

idth/Emission

256F9; Antenna Single 
bay circularly polarized; A

ntenna Site

Johnston Atoll; Antenn
a Coordinates 1644N16931W

; Power 50 watts.

Sincerel

As
N;

istant 

deROSA

to The Secretary of Defen
sek

-4)UIS 

\ (Telecommunications
)
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

1 2 OCT '1970

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

The Department of Defense has a requirement for use of radio
frequency 101.1 MHz for an official Armed Forces Radio Service
FM broadcast outlet at the Shemya Air Force Station, Alaska.
This Department of the Air Force operated outlet will disseminate
information, provide entertainment, and promote education for
military personnel stationed at this isolated location.

Shemya AFS is a remote installation on the Alaskan peninsula.
No commercial radio or television stations are located in this
area.

It is recommended that the Federal Communications Commission
be asked to concur in the Department of the Air Force requirement
for authority to assign frequency 101.1 MHz for use at Shemya.

The following technical data is submitted: Bandwidth/Emission
189F3; Antenna 250H Gates FMA-1A Ring; Antenna Site Shemya AFS,
Alaska; Antenna Coordinates 5243N17407E; Power 250 watts (225 watts

ERP).
41

tab-

1-1_,LOUIS A, deROSA
Assistant to The Secretary of Defense

(Telecommunications)


